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employed barbarian mercenaries. There are an interesting number of 
Carthaginian multi-generational vengeance campaigns (Hamilcar-
Gisgo-Hannibal and Mago-Himilco) which foreshadow Hamilcar 
Barca in the 1st and his son Hannibal in the 2nd Punic War against Rome. 
Syracusan tyrannies generally didn’t last long enough for this to occur. 
Overall, the results of these battles were evenly matched (seven wins 
for Syracuse, five wins for Carthage). Interestingly, three Carthaginian 
commanders were slain in battle (at Himera, Cabala and White Tunis), 
while only one Greek deputy commander fell (at Cronium). Although 
Syracuse was generally more successful in open field battles, Carthage 
had superior wealth, political stability and naval power. Syracuse was 
besieged four times (by Himilco Hanno in 398–97, Mago in 343–342, 
Hamilcar Gisgo in 311–310 and another Mago in 278) while Carthage 
was only threatened once (by Agathocles in 310–07). The continued 
warfare remained balanced over time, yielding no decisive advantage 
to either side. The more than two century long struggle (480–264) 
between Carthage and Syracuse never came to a definite conclusion, 
as a new kid on the block, Rome, would emerge in the First Punic 
War to steal the prize.

General Information
COMpONENTS:
This module includes:
1 Map sheet
1 Sheet of 140 counters
This rule booklet

ThE COuNTERS
Most of the counters required for the Tyrant scenarios are provided with 
this module, indicated with a (T); some however come from the Great 
Battles of Alexander Deluxe game [GBA], indicated by an (A). 

The unit counter color scheme is: 

Nationality in Tyrant Color (Nationality in GBA)

Syracusan Civic & Allied Greek Units: Red (Macedonian)

Syracusan Greek Mercenaries: Purple (Greek)

Carthaginian Civic Units: Dark Blue (N/A)

Carthaginian Greek Mercenaries &
  Allies, and African Levies:  Light Blue (Persian)

Carthaginian Allied Libyan, Moor,
  Numidian African & Sicel
  Tribal Forces: Brown (Danubian Tribal)

Barbarians fighting for either side—
  Libyan, Iberian, Sard, Celt, Ligure, 
  Etruscan, Samnite & Campanian): Green (Indian)

Elite Commanders: Certain leaders have a triangle on 
their counters. Leaders that have this symbol are eligible to 
use the Elite Commander rule (5.5) if they are the Overall 
Commander in that scenario.

ThE MApS
Scenarios are played on the Tyrant map or GBA maps, as indicated.

SpECiAL RuLES
The following special rules apply to Tyrant scenarios whenever the 
unit type listed is present in the battle.

Introduction
Tyrant is a tactical simulation of combat between the armies of Car-
thage and Syracuse, from 480–276 BC. To play Tyrant you will need 
the game Great Battles of Alexander Deluxe for maps, basic rules 
and some counters. Tyrant can also be played with the Simple Great 
Battles of History Rules.

Long before Hannibal Barca led the armed forces of Carthage into a 
titanic struggle with Rome, Carthage had vied for centuries with the 
Greek city-state of Syracuse for supremacy in the Western Mediter-
ranean. Traditionally, Carthage was founded in 814 (all dates BC) 
by Phoenician Tyre, while Syracuse, less than a century later in 733, 
by the Greek city-state of Corinth. This was part of a great westward 
colonizing movement of these two seafaring peoples. At first, there 
seemed to be plenty of room for both Phoenician and Greek colonists 
in the West. However, as colonies multiplied, two distinct spheres of 
influence developed. The Phoenicians were dominant in the south and 
West, in North Africa, southern Spain, Sardinia and Western Sicily. 
The Greeks held sway in the North and East, from Northern Spain 
and Gaul to Southern Italy and Eastern Sicily. This loose collection 
of independent Greek colonies became known collectively as Magna 
Graecia. From about 650–500, friction between the two peoples grew, 
Carthage gradually developed into an imperial power by uniting the 
Phoenician trading colonies under her leadership. But Magna Graecia 
never developed political unity comparable to the Carthaginian Em-
pire.  One Greek city did emerge to lead the struggle against Carthage, 
and this was Syracuse. Sicily became the primary battlefield between 
Syracuse and Carthage. The island was well endowed with natural 
resources, and sat astride the trade routes linking the Eastern and 
Western Mediterranean basins, as well as Africa to Italy.  

Tyrant includes twelve of the most decisive battles in the recurring 
wars that pitted Carthage against the Greeks of Syracuse. The armies 
of Syracuse were similar to the contemporary hoplite armies of the 
mainland Greek city-states, but with better cavalry and a strong mer-
cenary corps of both Greek and Western barbarian units. Even more 
significantly, the Tyrants of Syracuse were far better generals than 
the typical city-state strategos, with the resources to wage extended 
campaigns in Sicily, Italy and even Africa. Although Syracuse could 
probably field over 10,000 hoplites in an emergency, a select force of 
3,000, the epilektoi, was normally the only unit to partake in prolonged 
campaigns away from home. Syracuse also had an elite force of light 
infantry, a 600-man guard and 1,200 (600 before 439 BC) heavy 
cavalry, the knights. Over time the tyrants of Syracuse relied less 
and less on Syracusan and allied civic levies and more and more on 
mercenary forces. There was also a growth in the use of peltasts and 
other specialists, in addition to hoplites. On the other side of the sea, 
Carthage in this period was extending its empire into inland Africa, 
Sardinia, Corsica and Spain. But Carthage faced her most formidable 
opposition in the Greek hoplite armies of Sicily. Carthage relied on 
North African tribal levies augmented with barbarian mercenaries from 
all over the Western Mediterranean. In Sicily, Carthaginian armies 
were usually supported by allied and mercenary Greek units. The 
only Carthaginians to serve in these armies were officers and heavy 
cavalry. This combination had only limited success against Syracuse. 
Carthage, therefore, experimented with her own hoplite force, the 
Sacred Band of Foot. The results can be seen at Crimissos, Ecnomus, 
White Tunis and Tunis. 

There were some interesting trends in the two centuries of warfare 
covered by Tyrant. First, this was never a struggle between Greeks 
and Phoenicians; it was a fight between Syracuse and Carthage. Both 
cities led coalitions that included many Greek city-states, and both 
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�. Balearic Slingers: (at Mount Ecnomus & Lilybaeum) 
These skirmishers were considered the premier missile 
troops in the Western Mediterranean world. Their capa-
bilities are described in the Mount Ecnomus scenario. To 

reflect their unique capabilities, the following rules are in effect for 
all Balearic Slinger SK units:

(a) Change to missile range: On the (8.61) Missile Range and Results 
Chart use the Foot Archer line for range and results instead of the 
Slinger SK line. 

(b) Change to leader casualties: If die roll is ‘0’ or ‘�’ and there is a 
leader in the target hex, check for leader casualty as per 8.19.

(c) Die roll Additions: If the defender is HI or PH, and a Balearic Slinger 
unit is firing at a range of one hex (adjacent) through the frontal hex 
sides of the infantry, add two (+2) to the die roll not three (+3). 

2. The Sacred Band: (at Crimissos, Mount Ecnomus, 
White Tunis, Tunis & Lilybaeum) This elite Carthaginian 
formation is described in the historical background for 
the Battle of Crimissos. The following special rules apply 

to the two Sacred Band HI/HO units, and rule (c) also applies to the 
Sacred Band HC units:

(a) May form Double-Depth phalanxes 
(9.62).

(b) Square and Effects of Square (9.63 and 9.64).

(c) Rout Point (RP) Value, Change to rule (10.42): The two Sacred Band 
HI/HO units are worth 24 Rps each (instead of 16). The two Sacred 
Band HC units are worth �2 Rps each (instead of 8). This is due to the 
extreme importance Carthage placed on the lives of her citizens. 

�. The Carthage Noble hC: (at Himera, 2nd Himera, 
Gela, Cabala, Cronium) This Carthaginian civic formation 
appears in all battles before the Sacred Band of Horse was 
formed. The following rule applies to the Carthage Noble 

HC units in all scenarios:

(a) Rout Point (RP) Value, Change to rule (10.42): The Carthage Noble 
HC units are worth �2 Rps each (instead of 8). This is due to the ex-
treme importance Carthage placed on the lives of her citizens. 

4. Chariot pass-Through Avoidance: All HI/HO and LP units use 
Pass-Through Avoidance (see 9.24).

5. irregular infantry: Much of the infantry present at these battles 
were lightly armored conscripts, tribal levies, or mercenaries used as 
shock troops more than missile troops. The following apply to all mis-
sile armed Light Infantry (LI) and Medium Infantry (MI). Skirmishers 
(SK) and Peltasts (LP) are not affected.

(a) Add one (+1) to all Missile fire die rolls against all HI/HO units 
(cumulative with the +1 HI DRM).

(b) Add one (+1) to the Orderly Withdrawal TQ check (see 6.72 #3).

6. Wing Commanders: (at Gela, Cabala, Crimissos River, Ecnomus, 
White Tunis) Some leaders are designated as Wing Commanders in 
the scenario setup. These leaders may issue Line Commands in their 
initial, non-Momentum Orders Phase without a die roll even if they are 
not within the command range of their Overall Commander.

Deluxe Alexander Rules Changes Applicable to Tyrant

4.�� Where Chariots and foot units are combined into a single line on 
the Line Eligibility Chart, that Line is treated as an Infantry Line

5.�2 In case of Initiative Rating ties, the players each roll a die. The 
player with the higher roll decides which player activates first. Re-
roll ties.

Simple GBoH Version 
The information provided here contains the necessary information to 
adapt the Tyrant module to the Simple GBoh rules. The individual 
Simple GBoh scenario descriptions follow the same format: De-
ployment, the Formation Charts, Seizure Ratings, and Reduced Side 
availability for each side, Army Withdrawal levels, and the Scenario 
special rule modifications.

Deployment
Simple GBoh uses the standard deployments in all scenarios with one 
important exception: the player may place his leaders in any hex with a 
unit that the leader is eligible to command per the Formation Chart. 

Formation Charts
Both players have a Formation Chart that describes the overall organi-
zational capabilities of that army. Each row of the chart lists the units 
in the Formation and their leader that are eligible for activation in a 
single Player Turn. If more than one type of unit is given for a single 
Formation, all units of those types must activate unless the phrase 
“and/or” appears in that Formation entry. In this case, the player can 
activate any combination of the unit types listed. However, if a given 
type is activated, all units of that type must activate. Formations without 
a Formation Commander are treated as Auxiliaries. Leaders eligible 
to use Turn Seizure are listed in the Formation Chart with a number 
to the right of the slash (/) indicating the number of attempts that that 
Commander may make per game. Although some leaders command 
more than one Formation, each has one Turn Seizure rating applicable 
for the entire game, regardless of which Formation they choose to 
activate after seizing the turn.

A dashed line denotes separate Formations that are led by the same 
Commander. They are not Multiple Formations and they cannot be 
activated at the same time unless there is a specific mention in the 
scenario rules. 

Reduced Side
Units that have a Reduced strength side are listed for each player. 

Army Withdrawal Levels
Simple GBoh retains the same withdrawal levels as the standard game. 
They are repeated for the players’ convenience.

Special Rules
Some scenarios have a unique set of Special Rules. The Simple GBoh 
special rules are listed first, followed by the original scenario rules. 
The order of the original has been retained. In all scenarios, ignore the 
sections pertaining to Retreat Direction. There is no Rout Movement 
in Simple GBoh.

SiMpLE GBOh TyRANT MODuLE SpECiAL 
RuLES
The following special rules are applicable to most battles included in 
the Tyrant module.

Balearic Slingers: (at Mount Ecnomus & Lilybaeum) The following 
rules are in effect for all Balearic Slinger SK units:

1. On the Missile Range and Results Chart use the Foot Archer line 
for range and results instead of the Slinger SK line. 

2. If die roll is ‘0’ or ‘�’ and there is a leader in the target hex, check 
for leader casualty. 
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3. If the defender is HI, and a Balearic Slinger unit is firing at a range 
of one hex (adjacent) through the frontal hex sides of the infantry, add 
one (+�) to the die roll not two (+2). Note that this is slightly different 
than the rule in the regular GBOH version.

The Sacred Band: The Sacred Band HI/HO units may form at Double 
Depth (10.3). They are worth 24 RPs each. The two Sacred Band HC 
units are worth 12 RPs each.

The Carthage Noble hC: The Carthage Noble HC units are worth 
12 RPs each. 

Chariot pass-Through Avoidance
The following adjustments reflect the relative ease in which the more 
disciplined troops dealt with Chariots during the period and the “one 
shot” nature of this weapon system.

• To be eligible for the +1 Moving DRM, Chariots must have moved 
at least four hexes forward during the Movement Phase.

• All HI/HO and LP units receive a –1 DRM when defending against 
Chariots.

• Attacking Chariot units are automatically eliminated at the conclu-
sion of the Shock combat if that Shock was conducted against a 
non-SK or non-CH unit.

irregular infantry
The following applies to all missile-armed Light Infantry (LI) and 
Medium Infantry (MI). Skirmishers (SK) and Peltasts (LP) are not 
affected.

• Add two (+2) to all Missile fire die rolls against HI/HO units (cu-
mulative with the +1 HI DRM). Note that this is slightly different 
than the rule in the regular GBOH version.

• A Light Infantry (LI) unit must conduct a TQ check to Retreat Before 
Shock (see 7.41) and if successful, the unit Retreats per 7.41 and 
incurs one Cohesion hit. 7.45 is ignored – there is no TQ check after 
the retreat. If the unit fails the check, it must stand in place.

Replacement Leaders
There are no replacement leaders in Tyrant—ignore 4.37. If a “lead-
erless” Formation is activated, its units are Out of Command unless they 
are within the Overall Commander’s Command Range. The Overall 
Commander may NOT move as part of the Formation’s activation.

Competitive play Notes
For competitive play, we suggest using the Rout Point Bid method to 
determine who plays the favored side in the scenario. Each side secretly 
writes their bid (in Army rout point equivalents) down and then simulta-
neously reveal the amounts. The winner of the bid plays the side of his 
choice and reduces his army rout level by the bid amount. 

THE BATTLE OF HIMERA
KiNG hAMiLCAR OF CARThAGE VS. ThE 
TyRANT GELON OF SyRACuSE
Northern Sicily, 480 B.C.

hiSTORiCAL BACKGROuND 
Syracuse initially became a major military power under the first of a 
series of tyrants (today these leaders would be called “military dicta-
tors” or “warlords”), Gelon (ruled 485–478). After becoming Tyrant 
of Gela in 491, Gelon saw the immense advantages of the site of 
Syracuse as a port and fortress. He seized control of the city in 485 
and forcibly transferred the populations of nearby cities to build up 

his new capitol. Gelon, like most of the tyrants that followed him, 
pursued an expansionist foreign policy, especially aggressive against 
the Phoenicians of Sicily and their Greek allies. Gelon’s fellow tyrant 
and father-in-law, Theron of Akragas, deposed Terillus of Himera 
and garrisoned the city with his own mercenaries in 483. Meanwhile 
Emperor Xerses of Persia was preparing to invade Greece. The main-
land Greeks had sent a delegation to Syracuse requesting military 
aid. Gelon offered to bring 200 triremes, 20,000 foot and 5,000 horse 
(clearly exaggerated numbers) to defend Greece, providing that he 
would be named commander-in-chief. The Spartans balked at this 
condition. Meanwhile, King Hamilcar of Carthage was preparing 
a major invasion of Sicily, to restore his personal friend Terillus to 
power in Himera. This expedition prevented Syracuse from sending 
any aid to the mother country. Since Hamilcar’s campaign coincided 
with Xerxes’ invasion, the Greeks naturally assumed that it was a 
coordinated Persian-Carthaginian assault on the entire Greek world. 
Gelon took charge of an alliance of most of the Sicilian Greek cities 
in 480. Other Greeks, including Anaxilus of Rhegium and the city of 
Selinus, preferred the alliance of Carthage. This was the first of the 
many wars between Carthage and Syracuse. 

Hamilcar, whose mother, by the way, was Syracusan, had completed 
assembling his army in Africa by the spring of 480. Hamilcar’s young 
son Gisgo accompanied him on this expedition. Hamilcar’s army, three 
years in preparation, included a large African levy and mercenary con-
tingents from Iberia, Liguria and Sardinia along with Celts and others. 
The ancient Greeks claimed it numbered 300,000 men, but it was more 
likely only a tenth of that number. A storm punished the Punic fleet 
before it could land at Panormus, and many horse transports in particu-
lar were lost. Once in Sicily, Hamilcar rallied allied Greeks and Sicel 
tribes to his standard. He probably had over 30,000 foot, 1,000 horse 
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and a few hundred chariots. Meanwhile, Gelon assembled his army. His 
forces included his own mercenaries and the civic forces of Syracuse 
reinforced by the armies of Theron of Akragas and his younger brother 
Hiero, Tyrant of Gela. His army was said to include 50,000 infantry 
and 5,000 cavalry—probably double the actual number. 

Hamilcar brought his army and fleet along the coast to Himera. He 
established two camps, a sea camp to protect his fleet and block the 
coast road, and his main camp in the protective hills southwest of 
the city. Gelon camped his army to the east of the city. As the armies 
skirmished outside Himera, Gelon’s raiders captured a message from 
the Carthaginian-allied Greek city of Selinus, providing the date of 
arrival of a body of Greek cavalry reinforcing Hamilcar’s army. Gelon 
hit upon a treacherous plan to substitute his own Syracusan horse-
men for the Selinite cavalry; he planned to lead his main army on a 
roundabout march to fall on the hill camp, while another detachment 
joined his disguised cavalry in storming the sea camp. At dawn, the 
erstwhile allied horsemen deceptively entered the Punic sea-camp. 
While his cavalry raised havoc from within, Gelon launched his sur-
prise assaults on both the sea and hill camps. The Punic army in the 
sea-camp was slaughtered and Hamilcar jumped (or was pushed) into 
a sacrificial fire at a large altar on the shore. At the main hill camp, the 
Iberian contingent made a successful counter-attack, but the Greeks 
responded by firing that portion of the camp and isolating the Iberi-
ans. Most of the Punic army was eventually destroyed or scattered. 
Herodotus recorded the improbable legend that Himera and Salamis 
were fought on the same day. 

Gelon’s victory solidified the position of Syracuse as the leading city of 
Greek Sicily (the Eastern two-thirds of the island). A formal peace treaty 
was signed, which held for seven decades. But both cities continued to 
fight other opponents. Carthage expanded her land empire in Africa, at 
the expense of Libyan and Numidian tribes, and pacified Sardinia and 
Corsica.  In Syracuse, Hiero followed Gelon as tyrant in 478, and scored 
a notable naval victory over the Etruscans at Cumae in Italy in 474. 
His tyranny was suppressed in 466, and a democracy introduced in the 
city. Democratic governments of Syracuse were generally domestically 
oriented and less aggressive than the tyrannies. 

pRE-GAME NOTES
Balance: The Carthaginians have numerical superiority, but there 
forces are divided and their command structure is in shambles with 
the loss of their Overall Commander. The Syracusans with their Trojan 
Column are the favorites.

Tactical Difficulty: The hills and streams make maneuver difficult, 
but that is true for both sides. The Carthaginian player has to be careful 
which units he moves, as he can only commit his army piecemeal.

playing Time: Between two and three hours.

Map: Use the map provided with this module.

iNiTiAL DEpLOyMENT 
Both players setup their units in the designated hex(es), faced in any 
direction.

The Carthaginian Army under King hamilcar Gisgo
Units Hex(es) Source
The Sea Camp—Mounted Corps
Carth Nobles HC 4403 T
Liby-Phoenician HC (1) 4404 T
Libyan LC 4405 T
Libyan Chariots (1–4) 4302, 4303, 4304, 4305 T

The Sea Camp—Libyan Corps
Atarbas 4204 T
Libyan (Tribal) LI (1–25) 5201–03, 5101–03, 5002–04,
  4901–04, 4802–05, 4203–05
  4102–04, 4003–04 A

The hill Camp—Mercenary Corps
Gisgo [a] 4218 T
Iberian LI (1–6)  4217–19, 4317–19 T
Sard LI 3922 T
Ligurian MI 4024 T
Celtic MI (1–4) 4224–25, 4323–24 T 
Campanian HI (1–2) 3919–20 T
Etruscan HI (1–2) 3914–15 T
Samnite HI (1–2) 4114–15 T

The hill Camp—Greek Corps
Terillus [b] 4618 T
Grk Mrc HI/HO (1–2) 4517, 4518 A
Greek Mercenary HI/HO (1–2) 4617–4717, 4620–4720 T
Segesta HI/HO  4618–4718 T
Greek Ally HI/HO  4619–4719 T

The hill Camp—Sicel Levies
Sicel (Tribal) MI (1–6) 4524, 4624, 4723, 4523,
  4623, 4722 A
NOTE: We pick up the action after King Hamilcar Gisgo has fallen into the altar. 
As a result, the Carthaginian army has no Overall Commander.

a = Son of King Hamilcar Gisgo
b = Former Tyrant of Himera

The Syracusan Army under the Tyrant Gelon
Units Hex(es) Source
Syracusan phalanx Division
Gelon [OC] 5421 T
Syracuse epilektoi HI/HO (1–3)  5415–16, 5417–18, 5419–20 T
Greek Merc Guard HI/HO 5421–22 T
Syracuse Militia HI/HO (1–3) 5423–24, 5425–26, 5427–28 T

Allied phalanx Division
Theron [Wing Commander] [a] 5404 T
Catana HI/HO  5401–02 T
Mercenary (Sparta) HI/HO (1) 5403–04 A
Akragas HI/HO  5405–06 T
Italiot HI/HO 5407–08 T
Leontini HI/HO  5409–10 T
Greek Allies HI/HO (1) 5411–12 A

himera-Gelan phalanx Division
Hiero [b] 5721 T
Gela HI/HO 5718–19 T
Mercenary (Corinth) HI/HO 5720–21 A
Himera HI/HO 5722–23 T
Greek Allies HI/HO (2–3) 5724–25, 5726–27 A

Cavalry Division
Demeratus 5511 T
Syracuse KN HC (1–2) 5510, 5511 T
Greek Merc Gd HC 5512 T
Grk Merc HC 5611 T
Grk Ally LC (4) 5612 A
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The “Trojan” Column
Eumachus 4603 T
Grk Ally LC (1–3) 4602, 4603, 4604 A

a = Tyrant of Akragas
b = Tyrant of Gela; Gelon’s brother

Line Command Eligibility
Carthage Syracuse
None HI/HO
  HC and LC

SpECiAL RuLES
Fortifications
1. The ‘ramparts’ of the two Carthaginian camps are not significant 
obstacles. Carthage does not appear to have made much effort to fortify 
camps in this period. Any Carthaginian foot unit on the rampart attacked 
solely from outside the camp has its TQ increased by one (+1) for all 
combat resolution purposes. Entering an unoccupied rampart hex in 
either direction costs (+1) movement points, but does not inflict any 
cohesion point penalty. Chariots may not enter rampart hexes.

2. The city walls of Himera are impassable for all units. Only Syracusan 
units may retreat through the gates. These units are then not counted 
as Rout Point losses, but may not re-enter the map.

3. The ‘altar’ is where Hamilcar was sacrificing and jumped (or was 
pushed) into the fire. Treat as clear terrain.

Surprise
On the first game turn, the Carthaginian player may not activate any 
of his leaders. The Syracusan player conducts his activations normally 
with the exception that no leader may use Momentum.

Trojan Column
Gelon’s three cavalry units (Grk Ally LC #1–3) are disguised as 
Carthaginian allies from Selinus. In the first game turn only, any 
Carthaginian units Shock attacked by units in the Trojan column have 
their TQ reduced by two (–2) and the attackers are considered Attack 
Superior. The Carthaginians may not use Reaction Fire against units 
in the Trojan column. 

Retreat Edge
The Carthaginians retreat towards hex row 36xx; the Syracusans retreat 
toward hex row 60xx, or into Himera.

Victory 
The Carthaginian Army has two separate withdrawal levels: 65 
Rout Points for the Sea Camp units and 80 Rout Points for the Hill 
Camp units. The Carthaginian Army withdraws (and the Syracusan 
player wins) when BOTH sections of the army withdraw. If a sec-
tion exceeds its level, remove any remaining units from that section 
from the map. 

The Syracusan Army withdraws when units with Rout Points totaling 
100 TQ have been eliminated.

Army  SP TQ Pts Rout Ratio Quality Ratio 
Carthage  313 362 35% 1.16
Syracuse 212 258 39% 1.21  

Syracuse fielded about 20,000 infantry and 3,000 cavalry. The 
estimate for Carthage is around 30,000 foot, 1,200 horse and 150 
chariots.

Simple GBoH Version
THE BATTLE OF HIMERA
(480 BC)
Deploy both armies as indicated. 
playing Time: About 30 minutes.
Balance: Syracuse is a heavy favorite.

CARThAGiNiAN FORMATiON ChART
Commander Formation 
Atarbas /1 Mounted Corps or 
     Libyan Corps 
Gisgo /1 Mercenary Corps 
Terillus /1 Greek Corps 
(auxiliaries) Sicel Levies 

Carthaginian units with Reduced Side
Carthage Nobles HC
All double-sized HI/HO units

SyRACuSAN FORMATiON ChART
Commander Formation 
Gelon [OC]/4 Syracusan Phalanx Division
Theron /2 Allied Phalanx Division  
Hiero  Himera-Gelan Phalanx Division
Demeratus Cavalry Division 
Eumachus ‘Trojan’ column 

Syracusan units with Reduced Side
Greek Merc Gd
All HI/HO units

ARMy WiThDRAWAL LEVELS
Carthaginian: Sea Camp 65 Rout Points; Hill Camp 80 Rout 
Points (see Victory in orginal GBOH version)
Syracusan: 100 Rout Points

SpECiAL RuLES
Fortifications
Any Carthaginian foot unit on the rampart attacked solely from 
outside the camp has its TQ increased by one (+1) for all combat 
resolution purposes. Entering an unoccupied rampart hex in either 
direction costs (+1) movement points. Chariots may not enter 
rampart hexes. The city walls of Himera are impassable for all 
units. Only Syracusan units may retreat through the gates. These 
units are then not counted as Rout Point losses, but may not re-
enter the map. Treat the altar as clear terrain.

Surprise
The Syracusan goes first (no die roll) and can activate all of his 
formations during this first turn (only). 

The Trojan Column
In the first Syracusan player turn (only), any Shock combats 
conducted by units in the Trojan Column ignore the TQ differ-
ential modifier and instead add three (+3) to the Shock die roll. 
The Carthaginians may not use Reaction Fire against units in the 
Trojan column. 
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THE SECOND BATTLE OF 
HIMERA
KiNG hANNiBAL OF CARThAGE VS. ThE 
STRATEGOS DiOCLES OF SyRACuSE
Northern Sicily, 409 B.C.

hiSTORiCAL BACKGROuND
The long peace between Carthage and Syracuse held for over half 
a century. Then in 415 a new power entered the scene to contest for 
dominance of Sicily. The ongoing Second Peloponnesian War between 
Athens and Sparta spilled over into the West. The great expedition of 
Athens was directed at Syracuse. With the aid of a Spartan general, 
Gylippus, Syracuse crushed the Athenian force by 413. During the 
later phases of the Peloponnesian War (412–404), Syracuse was able 
to project its naval power into the Aegean Sea and as far as the Asian 
coast in support of her allies, Sparta and Corinth. While the attention 
of Syracuse was focused on internal factional struggles and the Pelo-
ponnesian War in the East, the leaders of Carthage decided to launch a 
major invasion in response to the call of Segesta, an allied Greek city. 
The peace had lasted a full seven decades, but no more. 

Hannibal, grandson of the Hamilcar immolated at Himera, commanded 
the invasion in 410. Hannibal’s father, Gisgo, had spent his life in 
exile at Selinus due to the defeat at Himera. Hannibal was known as 
the Greek-hater, and nurtured a powerful desire to avenge 
the death of his grandfather and disgrace of his father. His 
cousin, Himilco Hanno, accompanied him. His expedition-
ary army included Libyan levies, augmented with barbarian 
mercenaries, primarily Iberians. Once in Sicily, he added 
5,000 Libyan and 800 Campanian mercenaries, all crack 
troops hired earlier by the Athenian expedition in 413. Next, 
he added some Greek allies and mercenaries, including the 
levy of Segesta. Finally, Hannibal rallied the Sicel hill tribes 
to his standard. The ancient Greeks claimed he commanded 
204,000 or 100,000 troops, but a total of 25,000 men is more 
likely. In the early spring of 409, Hannibal moved against 
Selinus on the southern coast. The Syracusans, expecting a 
prolonged siege, dispatched an advance force under Diocles 
to Akragas. Diocles was a radical democrat who had been 
elected in 412 as strategos. Diocles brought just 3,000 
hoplites, the select group of the citizen muster known as 
the epilektoi. But Hannibal did not merely besiege Selinus; 
he assaulted it vigorously and stormed the city in nine days 
of fierce fighting. Despite suffering heavy losses, Hannibal 
moved forthwith across Sicily to attack Himera, the site of his 
grandfather’s death at the hands of the treacherous Greeks. 
He probably had less than 20,000 remaining troops.

Diocles, reinforced with 1,000 Acragan hoplites, marched 
to Himera. Joining his 4,000 select troops with the militia 
of Himera gave him a total force of just 8,000 hoplites, a 
couple thousand peltasts and a few hundred cavalrymen. 
Diocles knew his phalanx was most formidable against the 
Punic light troops in the open field. Therefore, after just one 
night’s rest, he led his phalanx onto the plain before Himera 
at dawn. Hannibal was caught by surprise, and was barely 
able to form some of his troops before the Syracusan-Hime-
ran phalanx bore down upon them. The first formations of 
the Punic army were quickly routed, and the Greeks began 
a vigorous pursuit. But only a portion of the Carthaginian 
army had actually been engaged. As the Greek phalanx pur-
sued the fleeing foe, Hannibal unleashed some of his crack 

mercenary formations on their flank. The Carthaginians seized victory 
from the very jaws of defeat. The Syracusans lost over 3,000 killed 
and fled back into the walls of Himera. Hannibal may have lost more 
men, but his mercenaries and tribal levies were expendable. His army 
was intact and he had the victory.

Diocles decided not to fight it out and planned a retreat to Syracuse. 
The hapless Himerans had no choice but to abandon their city as 
well. While Diocles slipped out at night by land, most of the Himeran 
women and children were evacuated by sea. The next night the fleet 
returned to pick up the garrison, but found the city had already been 
stormed and sacked. To quench his thirst for vengeance, Hannibal 
had all 3,000 of the surrendering Himeran hoplites sacrificed at the 
site of Hamilcar’s altar to appease the spirit of his grandfather. The 
city was razed. Having gained all his objectives, Hannibal dismissed 
his Greek and Sicel allies, packed off his mercenaries, and returned 
in triumph to Carthage.

pRE-GAME NOTES
Balance: Carthage has the numbers, but the Syracusans have surprise 
and better command. The Syracusans must take full benefit of their 
initial advantages to win.

Tactical Difficulty: The hills make maneuver difficult, but that’s true 
for both sides.

playing Time: Probably about three hours.
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Map: Use the map provided with this module.

iNiTiAL DEpLOyMENT 
Both players set up their units in the designated hex(es), faced in any 
direction.

The Carthaginian Army under King hannibal
Units Hex(es) Source

The Siege Line
Hamilcar 5213 T
Libyan (Tribal) LI (1–14) 4702, 4703, 4805, 4907,
  5009, 5110, 5111, 5213,
  5314, 5415, 5516, 5618,
  5819, 5920 A

Mounted Corps
Atarbas 4321 T
Carthage nobles HC 4321 T
Liby-Phoenician HC (1) 4623 T
Libyan LC 4722 T
Greek Ally (Memnon) LC (1) 4521 A
Libyan Chariots (1–2) 4523, 4524 T

Mercenary Corps
Hannibal GH (OC) [a] 3920 T
Segesta HI/HO 3922–23 T
Campanian HI (1–2) 3919, 3920 T
Iberian LI (1–6) 4122, 4123, 4223, 4224,
  4323, 4324 T

Libyan Veteran Corps
Himilco H [b] 4015 T
Libyan Vet MI (1–10) 3815, 3914–15, 4014–16,
  4113–16 T

Sicel Levies
Sicel (Tribal) MI (1–6) 4617–19, 4717–19 A

a = King Hannibal the Greek Hater, grandson of King Hamilcar
b = Himilco Hanno has a Strategy Rating of 5 for this scenario. Son of Hanno, 
cousin of Hannibal the Greek Hater

The Syracusan Army under the Strategos Diocles
Units Hex(es) Source

Syracusan phalanx
Diocles [OC] 5613 T
Syracuse epilektoi HI/HO (1–3) 5311–5412, 5512–5613,
  5713–5814 T
Akragas HI/HO 5914–6015 T

himeran phalanx
Leptines 5304 T
Himera HI/HO 5301–02 T
Greek Allies HI/HO (1–3) 5303–04, 5305–06, 5307–08 A

peltasts
Heloris [a] 5310 T
Syr Gd LP 5310 T
Mercny LP (1–3) 5309, 5409, 5410 A

Cavalry
Demeratus 5912 T
Syracuse Kn HC (1–2) 5911, 5912 T
Grk Ally LC (3–4) 6012, 6013 A

a = Syracusan politician, later father-in-law of Dionysius

LiNE COMMAND ELiGiBiLiTy
Carthage Syracuse
Tribal LI and MI HI/HO
HI/HO, HI and Iberian LI LP 
Libyan Vet MI HC and LC
Any Cavalry

SpECiAL RuLES
Fortifications
1. The Sea Camp does not exist in this scenario. Treat all Sea Camp 
rampart hexes as open terrain. The ‘altar’ is the spot where the Car-
thaginian player can sacrifice his prisoners, if he wins again. 

2. The ‘ramparts’ of the Carthaginian Hill Camp are not significant 
obstacles. Any Carthaginian foot unit on the rampart attacked solely 
from outside the camp has its TQ increased by one (+1) for all combat 
resolution purposes. Entering an unoccupied rampart hex costs (+1) 
movement points, but does not inflict any cohesion point penalty. 
Chariots may not enter rampart hexes.

3. The city walls of Himera are impassable for all units. Only Syracusan 
units may retreat through the gates. These units are then not counted 
as Rout Point losses, but may not re-enter the map.

Surprise 
Diocles surprised the Punic army. Therefore, the Syracusan player 
goes first and may activate the leader of his choice.

Retreat Edge
The Carthaginians retreat towards hex row 36xx; the Syracusans retreat 
toward hex row 60xx, or into Himera.

Victory
The Carthaginian Army withdraws when units with Rout Points totaling 
105 TQ have been eliminated. The Syracusan Army withdraws when 
units with Rout Points totaling 70 TQ have been eliminated.

Army  SP TQ Pts Rout Ratio Quality Ratio 
Carthage  214 259 40% 1.21
Syracuse 115 140 50%  1.22

Syracuse fielded about 10,000 infantry and 1,500 cavalry. The estimate 
for Carthage is around 20,000 foot, 1,500 horse and 150 chariots.
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Simple GBoH Version
THE SECOND BATTLE OF HI-
MERA (409 BC) 
Deploy both armies as indicated. 
playing Time: About one hour.
Balance: Even

CARThAGiNiAN FORMATiON ChART
Commander Formation 

Hannibal GH [OC]/4 Mercenary Corps 
Hamilcar Siege Line
Himilco H /3 Libyan Veteran Corps
Atarbas Cavalry Corps
(auxiliaries) Sicel Levies

Carthaginian units with Reduced Side
Carthage nobles HC unit
Campanian HI units
Segesta HI/HO

SyRACuSAN FORMATiON ChART
Commander Formation
Diocles [OC]/3 Syracusan Phalanx
Heloris /2  Peltasts
Leptines /2 Himeran Phalanx
Demeratus /2 Cavalry 

Syracusan units with Reduced Side
Guard LP unit
All HI/HO units

ARMy WiThDRAWAL LEVELS
Carthaginian: 105 Rout Points
Syracusan: 70 Rout Points

SpECiAL RuLES
Fortifications
The Sea Camp does not exist in this scenario. Treat all Sea Camp 
rampart hexes as open terrain. The ‘altar’ is the spot where the 
Carthaginian player can sacrifice his prisoners, if he wins. Any 
Carthaginian foot unit on the rampart attacked solely from out-
side the camp has its TQ increased by one (+1) for all combat 
resolution purposes. Entering an unoccupied rampart hex in 
either direction costs (+1) movement points. Chariots may not 
enter rampart hexes. The city walls of Himera are impassable 
for all units. Only Syracusan units may retreat through the gates. 
These units are then not counted as Rout Point losses, but may 
not re-enter the map.

Surprise
The Syracusan player goes first. There is no die roll.

THE BATTLE OF AKRAGAS            
KiNG hiMiLCO hANNO VS. ThE 
STRATEGOS DAphNAEuS
Southern Sicily, 406 B.C.

hiSTORiCAL BACKGROuND
Though Carthage demobilized Hannibal’s army, peace was not at 
hand. Hermocrates, a renegade Syracusan exile returning from the 
Peloponnesian War, attacked Motya and Panormus in the Punic epicraty 
with a private army in 408-407. His aggression provoked the Third 
Carthaginian Invasion in 406. The aging King Hannibal was called to 
arms once again. The Greek historians claimed Hannibal led 120,000 
to 300,000 men, but a more reasonable estimate is about 35,000 troops 
(including the 5,000 veteran Libyans left over from the Athenian ex-
pedition and the 2nd Battle of Himera). Hannibal besieged Akragas in 
the early summer of 406. Hannibal split his army into two parts, with 
about half his troops encamped east of Akragas. His remaining soldiers 
were located at another camp southwest of the city. Akragas had some 
10,000 defenders, including its civic phalanx and a band of mercenaries 
under the Spartan captain Dexippus. In addition to a couple thousand 
Greek mercenaries, Dexippus had the 800 Campanians (also left over 
from the Athenian expedition and the 2nd Battle of Himera) who had 
recently defected to the Greek side. When Hannibal fell victim to the 
plague, his cousin Himilco son of Hanno succeeded to the kingship 
and took command. Mago (later victor of Catana and loser at Cabala) 
was probably Himilco’s deputy in this campaign, as he would be in 
the 2nd and 3rd Dionysiun-Punic Wars.  

Syracuse assumed the role of hegemon of the Magna Graecia (the 
Greek colonies of Sicily and Southern Italy) to repel this assault. Daph-
naeus was selected by the democratic assembly to be the strategos of 
the coalition forces, replacing Diocles, who had been discredited at the 
2nd Battle of Himera. He was assisted by a grammateus, or adjutant—an 
ambitious young officer named Dionysius. This force reportedly num-
bered 30,000 foot and 5,000 horse, but was more likely about half that 
size. Daphnaeus led this allied force of Siciliot and Italiot hoplites and 
horse to the relief of Akragas. As the Syracusan army approached from 
the east, Himilco led his eastern army out onto the plain to do battle. 
The second Carthaginian army remained in the siege lines around 
Akragas to pin the Greek garrison in place. Daphnaeus deployed his 
Syracusans on the right, his Siciliot allies in the center and the Italiot 
allies on the left. Himilco placed his crack mercenaries on the right 
opposite the Italiots, some of his veteran Libyans occupied the center 
and his levies the left. Soon after the battle was joined, Daphnaeus 
observed that his Italiots were faltering under the attack of the Punic 
mercenaries. Sagaciously, he spread the word to his right wing that 
the Italiots had already routed the Carthaginians on their flank. The 
Syracusans were spurred by jealousy to attack more vigorously and 
rout the Punic left. Daphnaeus rolled up the Punic line before his left 
crumbled completely and won a decisive victory. Over 6,000 Carthag-
inian bodies were reportedly counted on the field. However, Himilco 
still had a second army camped southwest of Akragas. Daphnaeus 
wisely declined to pursue the beaten foe, and the garrison of Akragas 
likewise made no sortie. It was a pursuit in a similar situation that had 
recently caused Diocles’ debacle at Himera.

 In any case, the siege was broken and both Greek armies joined forces. 
Despite this tactical victory the Greek soldiers were furious at what 
they perceived as cowardice on the part of their generals, for failing 
to storm the second Punic camp. Four of the five generals of Akragas 
were stoned to death and Daphnaeus was disgraced. Nevertheless, the 
Greeks now turned the tables and put Himilco’s army under siege. 
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At this point, the Carthaginian navy surprised and defeated the allied 
Greek navy, cutting off supplies to the Syracusan-led army. The Greeks 
were forced to admit defeat and ultimately abandoned Akragas to their 
foe. The Campanian mercenaries, seeing which way the wind was 
blowing, re-defected to join Himilco. The tactical victory at Akragas 
became a strategic defeat for Syracuse.

pRE-GAME NOTES
Balance: The Syracusan player has a solid hoplite army. The Carthag-
inian player has to find a way to defeat the HI/HO with his assorted 
mercenaries, levies and skirmishers. Both players have some excellent 
cavalry. 
Tactical Difficulty: A small, straightforward battle in the open.
playing Time: About two and half hours.

iNiTiAL DEpLOyMENT 
Both players place their units in the designated hex(es), faced in any 
direction.
Map: Use the Gaugamela Map from GBA.

The Carthaginian Army under King himilco hanno
Units Hex(es) Source
Mercenary Division
Mago [a] 2030 T
Iberian LI (1–6)  2032–37 T
Greek Mercenary HI/HO (1) 2030–2031 T
Libyan Vet MI (1–5) 2025–29  T

Libyan Division

Himilco H (OC) [b] 2016 T
African (Tribal) LI (1–17) 2008–24 A

Right Wing Cavalry
Gisgo 2138 T
Carth Nobles HC  2138 T
Greek Merc HC  2139  T
Liby-Phoenician HC (1) 2137 T

Left Wing Cavalry
Atarbas 2007 T
Numidian LC (1) 2007  T
Libyan LC  2006 T
Allied Greek (Memnon) LC (1) 2005 A

Skirmish Line
Moor Archer (1–4) 2413, 2419, 2425, 2431 T
Libyan CH (1–5) 2410, 2416, 2422, 2428, 2434 T
a = Mago has a Strategy Rating of 5 for this scenario. Mago was later victor of 
the naval battle at Catana and, as a suffete, loser at Cabala
b = Son of Hanno, cousin of Hannibal the Greek Hater

The Syracusan Army under the Strategos Daphnaeus
Units Hex(es)  Source

Syracusan phalanx
Daphnaeus [OC] 3215 T
Syr Gd LP 3209 T
Syracuse epilektoi HI/HO (1–3)  3210–11, 3212–13, 3214–15 T
Syracuse militia HI/HO (1–3)  3216–17, 3218–19, 3220–21 T
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Siciliot & italiot Allies phalanx
Heloris [a] 3122 T
Catana HI/HO  3222–23 T
Gela HI/HO  3224–25 T
Leontini HI/HO  3226–27 T
Italiot HI/HO 3228–29 T
Greek Allies HI/HO (1–3) 3230–31, 3232–33, 3234–35 A

Right Wing Cavalry
Dionysius [b] 3108 T
Syracuse Kn HC (1–4)  3106, 3107, 3108, 3109 T 

Left Wing Cavalry
Demeratus 3137 T
Grk Ally LC (1–4) 3136, 3137, 3138, 3139 A

Skirmish Line
Mercny Slinger SK (1–2) 2916, 2919 A
Crete Archer SK  2922 A
Syracuse Archer SK  2925 T
Illyrian SK  2928 A

a = Syracusan politician, later father-in-law of Dionysius
b = Served here as grammateus, or adjutant, later Tyrant of Syracuse. He has a 
Strategy Rating of 5 for this scenario.

LiNE COMMAND ELiGiBiLiTy
Carthage Syracuse
Mercenary HI/HO, MI and LI Syracuse HI/HO and LP
African LI All other HI/HO 
HC and LC HC and LC 
CH and SK * SK *

* = These units need not be adjacent. There may be up to two interven-
ing vacant hexes between the units.

SpECiAL RuLES
Dionysius the Adjutant
Dionysius is not the OC and does NOT have elite status in Akragas.

Daphnaeus’ pep Talk
During the battle, Daphnaeus shamed the Syracusans into redoubling 
their efforts by spreading the word that the left-wing Italiot-Siciliot 
allies were winning and gaining all the glory. In response, the Syra-
cusans surged forward and broke the Punic line. Once per game, the 
Syracusan player may issue his ‘pep talk’ at any time during one of 
Daphnaeus’ activations, as long as Daphnaeus is stacked with one 
of the seven Syracusan HO or LP units. All seven units immediately 
remove two (2) cohesion hits. 

Retreat Edge
The Carthaginians retreat towards hex row 10xx; the Syracusans retreat 
toward hex row 44xx.

Victory 
The Carthaginian Army withdraws when units with Rout Points totaling 
90 TQ have been eliminated. The Syracusan Army withdraws when 
units with Rout Points totaling 90 TQ have been eliminated.

Army  SP TQ Pts Rout Ratio Quality Ratio 
Carthage 182  232 40% 1.28
Syracuse 167 206 44%  1.31

Syracuse fielded about 14,000 infantry and 2,500 cavalry. Carthage 
has around 15,000 foot, 2,500 horse and 250 chariots.

Simple GBoH Version
THE BATTLE OF AKRAGAS
(406 BC)
Deploy both armies as indicated. 
playing Time: About an hour and a half.
Balance: Even.

CARThAGiNiAN FORMATiON ChART
Commander Formation
Himilco H [OC]/3 Libyan Division 
Mago /2 Mercenary Division
Atarbas Left Wing Cavalry
Gisgo Right Wing Cavalry
(auxiliaries) Skirmish Line

The Carthaginian player may activate the Mercenary Division 
in conjunction with the Libyan Division if its commander is 
stacked with or adjacent to a unit in its Formation AND the com-
mander is within Himilco’s Command Range. See 4.14 Multiple 
Formations. 

Carthaginian units with Reduced Side
Carth Nobles HC unit
Greek Mercenary HI/HO

SyRACuSAN FORMATiON ChART
Commander Formation
Daphnaeus [OC]/4 Syracusan Phalanx
Heloris Siciliot and Italiot Phalanx
Dionysius/3 Right Wing Cavalry
Demeratus /2 Left Wing Cavalry
(auxiliaries) Skirmish Line

The Syracusan player may activate the Siciliot and Italiot Phalanx 
in conjunction with the Syracusan Phalanx if its commander 
is stacked with or adjacent to a unit in its Formation AND the 
commander is within Daphnaeus’ Command Range. See 4.14 
Multiple Formations. 

Syracusan units with Reduced Side
All HI/HO units
Syr Gd LP

ARMy WiThDRAWAL LEVELS
Carthaginian: 90 Rout Points
Syracusan: 90 Rout Points

SpECiAL RuLES
Dionysius the Adjutant
Dionysius does NOT have Elite status in this scenario.

Daphnaeus’ pep Talk
Once per game, the Syracusan player may have Daphnaeus give 
a “pep” talk to the Syracusan Phalanx during the Activation 
Phase of any Syracusan player turn. The “pep” talk immedi-
ately removes two (2) cohesion hits from each In Command 
unit. The pep talk can only be given if the Syracusan Phalanx is 
activated alone and Daphnaeus is stacked with one of the units 
in the formation. 
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THE BATTLE OF GELA
KiNG hiMiLCO hANNO VS. ThE TyRANT 
DiONySiuS i
Southern Sicily, 405 B.C.

hiSTORiCAL BACKGROuND
After seizing Akragas, Himilco put his army into winter quarters 
in the city. In the spring of 405, he continued his advance along the 
coast to Gela. The Gelans resolved to resist, and called on Syracuse to 
return to their aid. The fall of Akragas and the disgrace of Daphnaeus 
set the stage for the rise of Dionysius the Elder (ruled 405–366), the 
greatest of the Tyrants of Syracuse. Already the adjutant, Dionysius 
I engineered his election as strategos, or supreme commander, of 
the allied Greek forces in 405. Dionysius then led the allied Greek 
army against Himilco’s force at Gela, and encamped west of the city 
along the coast. Himilco’s army comprised three divisions. Nearest 
the sea was camped a 5,000 man mercenary corps featuring the 800 
crack Campanian shock troops, Iberian light infantry and Greeks. In 
the center, Himilco positioned his mass of over 10,000 North African 
tribal levies. In the north he had posted his cavalry, chariots and the 
5,000 veteran mercenary Libyan infantry. 

Dionysius commanded a large hoplite army of nearly 20,000 foot 
and 2,500 horse. He was concerned that a set piece battle in the plain 
north of the city would allow the mobile Carthaginians to 
envelop his force and strike his flank with their crack mer-
cenaries. To preclude this, he divided his forces for the battle 
into four groups. First, Dionysius’ brother Leptines would 
make an amphibious assault with a few thousand peltasts 
and skirmishers on the open beach south of the Punic camp. 
This would allow the 4,000 Italiot hoplites to march along 
the coast and break into the camp, pinning Himilco’s crack 
mercenary units. Meanwhile in the North, Dionysius’ father-
in-law Heloris with the main body of over 8,000 Syracusan 
and allied Siciliot hoplites, supported by nearly 2,500 cav-
alry, would engage and defeat the Libyan mercenaries and 
African tribal levies. Dionysius posted himself in reserve in 
the center with his picked 600-man guard, 2,500 mercenaries 
(including 1,500 Spartans formerly under Dexippus) and the 
hoplites of the Gela militia. 

As the attack unfolded, the amphibious assault and Italiot 
attack achieved surprise. These forces broke into the Punic 
camp and gained initial success—but the main body on the 
right was too slow to move up, and Dionysius’ reserve units 
in the center became entangled trying to thread their way 
out of the city and arrived even later. Himilco’s mercenaries 
recovered and were able to drive out the Italiots with heavy 
losses. The Campanians spearheaded the counterattack. 
Meanwhile, the Siciliot main body advanced in the North, 
but before they could defeat the veteran Libyan mercenaries, 
Himilco brought up his Libyan levies to attack the Greek 
flank. The Siciliots withdrew with moderate losses, while 
Dionysius and his troops were too late to affect the action. 
Dionysius’ overly complex plan had failed, and he withdrew 
to Syracuse. Himilco had the victory, and soon captured Gela. 
Interestingly, Himilco seems to have relied for his victory 
once again on the fierce fighting of the 800 Campanian and 
5,000 Libyan veterans mercenaries, just as at Selinus and 2nd 
Himera. The fact that these small units played such a major 
role in all these battles indicates that the armies could not 
have been all that large.  

pRE-GAME NOTES
Balance: For once, Carthage does not have overwhelming numbers, but 
the Syracusan forces are fragmented. The Carthaginian player should 
have a slight edge, if he can defeat the Greeks separately. 

Tactical Difficulty: Tough command and timing issues for the 
Syracusan player. The terrain will prevent concentration and leave his 
detachments isolated. The Carthaginian player has to take advantage 
of this.

playing Time: Between two and three hours.

Map: Use the map provided with this module.

iNiTiAL DEpLOyMENT 
Both players set up their units in the designated hex(es). The Carthag-
inian units must be faced East. The Syracusan units may be faced in 
any direction.

The Carthaginian Army under himilco hanno
Units Hex(es) Source

Libyan Levy
Himilco H (OC) [a] 1316 T
Libyan (Tribal) LI (1–14) 1314–17, 1414–18, 1514–18 A
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Sicel Levy
Sicel (Tribal) MI (1–6)  1014–16, 1114–16 A

Mercenary Corps
Mago [Wing Commander] [b] 1422 T
Campanian HI (1–2) 1222, 1223 T
Greek Mercenary HI/HO  1219–20 T
Iberian LI (1–6)  1421–1423, 1521–1523  T

Libyan Veteran Corps
Hamilcar 1408 T
Libyan Vet MI (1–10) 1507–11, 1407–11 T

Mounted Corps
Atarbas 1208 T
Carth noble HC  1208 T
Numidian LC (1–2) 1209, 1210 T
Liby-Phoenician HC (1) 1207 T 
Libyan LC  1206 T
Libyan Chariots (1–6) 1105–1110 T

Skirmishers
Moor Archer (1–4) 1706, 1709, 1712, 1715 T
Rhodes Slingers (1–3) 1719, 1722, 1725 A 
a =Himilco Hanno, son of Hanno, cousin of Hannibal the Greek Hater
b = Mago has a Strategy Rating of 5 for this scenario.

The Syracusan Army under the Tyrant Dionysius i
Units Hex(es) Source
Siciliot phalanx
Heloris [Wing Commander] [a] 2407 T
Syracuse epilektoi HI/HO (1–3)  2400–01, 2402–03, 2404–05 T
Syracuse Militia HI/HO (1–3)  2406–07, 2408–09, 2410–11 T
Catana HI/HO  2412–13 T
Leontini HI/HO  2414–15 T

Cavalry Group
Demeratus 2601 T
Syracuse Kn HC (1–4)  2600–2603 T
Grk Ally LC (1–4) 2700–2703 A

Reserve Group (in column)
Dionysius [OC] 2718 T
Syracuse Guard LP  2718 T
Grk Mrc LP (1) 2818 A
Mercenary (Sparta) HI/HO (1) 2917–3018 A
Mercenary (Corinth) HI/HO  3118–3219 A
Gela HI/HO 3319–3420 T

italiot phalanx
Hiero 2122 T
Italiot HI/HO  2119–20 T
Greek Allies HI/HO (1–3) 2121–22, 2123–24, 2125–26 A

Amphibious Group
Leptines [Wing Commander] [b] 1426 T
Syracuse Archer SK  1125 T
Mercny LP (1–5) 1226, 1326, 1426, 1526, 1626 A
Crete Archer SK  1726 A
a = Syracusan politician, father-in-law of Dionysius
b = Brother of Dionysius

LiNE COMMAND ELiGiBiLiTy
Carthage Syracuse
HI, HI/HO, and LI HI/HO and LP
MI and LI LP and SK 
HC, LC, and CH HC and LC

SpECiAL RuLES
Fortifications
1. The ‘ramparts’ of the Carthaginian camp are not significant obstacles. 
Carthage does not appear to have made much effort to fortify camps 
in this period. Any Carthaginian foot unit on the rampart attacked 
solely from outside the camp has its TQ increased by one (+1) for all 
combat resolution purposes. Entering an unoccupied rampart hex costs 
(+1) movement points, but does not inflict any cohesion point penalty. 

Simple GBoH Version
THE BATTLE OF GELA (405 BC)
Deploy both armies as indicated. 
playing Time: About an hour and a half.
Balance: Even.

CARThAGiNiAN FORMATiON ChART
Commander Formation
Himilco H [OC]/4 Libyan Levy 
Mago /3 Mercenary Corps
Hamilcar  Libyan Veteran Corps
Atarbas Mounted Corps
(auxiliaries) Sicel Levy
(auxiliaries) Skirmishers

Carthaginian units with Reduced Side
Campanian HI units
Greek Mercenary HI/HO 
Carthage Noble HC unit

SyRACuSAN FORMATiON ChART
Commander Formation
Dionysius [OC]/5 Reserve Group
Heloris /2 Siciliot Phalanx
Demeratus  Cavalry Group
Leptines /1 Amphibious Group
Hiero /1 Italiot Phalanx

Syracusan units with Reduced Side
Guard LP units
All HI/HO units

ARMy WiThDRAWAL LEVELS
Carthaginian: 105 Rout Points
Syracusan: 100 Rout Points

SpECiAL RuLES
Fortifications
Any Carthaginian foot unit on the rampart attacked solely from 
outside the camp has its TQ increased by one (+1) for all com-
bat resolution purposes. Entering an unoccupied rampart hex in 
either direction costs (+1) movement points. Chariots may not 
enter rampart hexes. The city walls of Gela are impassable for 
all units. Only Syracusan units may retreat through the gates. 
These units are then not counted as Rout Point losses, but may 
not re-enter the map.

Surprise Rule
The Syracusan player goes first. There is no die roll.
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Chariots may not enter rampart hexes.

2. The city walls of Gela are impassable for all units. Only Syracusan 
units may retreat through the gates. These units are then not counted 
as Rout Point losses, but may not re-enter the map.

Surprise
Dionysius surprised the Punic army. Therefore, the Syracusan player 
goes first and may activate the leader of his choice.

Retreat Edge
The Carthaginians retreat towards hex row 42xx; the Syracusans retreat 
toward hex row 10xx or into Gela.

Victory
The Carthaginian Army withdraws when units with Rout Points total-
ing 105 TQ have been eliminated. 

The Syracusan Army withdraws when units with Rout Points totaling 
100 TQ have been eliminated.

Army  SP TQ Pts Rout Ratio Quality Ratio 
Carthage  237  291 35% 1.23
Syracuse 213 258 39%  1.21

Syracuse fielded about 20,000 infantry and 2,500 cavalry. The esti-
mate for Carthage is also around 20,000 foot, 2,000 horse and 200 
chariots.

THE BATTLE OF CABALA
ThE SuFFETE MAGO VS. ThE TyRANT 
DiONySiuS i
Central Sicily, ��� B.C.

hiSTORiCAL BACKGROuND
The Battle of Gela was a tactical defeat for Dionysius, but in the af-
termath he managed to obtain a treaty from Himilco and thus end his 
First Punic War in 405. He then consolidated his position as Tyrant of 
Syracuse following a revolt in 403. Dionysius went on to create the 
largest and longest-lived empire Syracuse would ever control in the 
course of his 37-year reign. His empire ultimately included Eastern and 
Central Sicily and much of Bruttium and Lucania in Southern Italy. 
Syracuse became the richest and most powerful Greek city-state in 
the world. However, Carthage always stood in the way of his ultimate 
goal, the complete conquest of Sicily. 

His Second Punic War (398–392) began with Dionysius’ pioneering 
siege of Motya in 398–397. His masterful assault with the latest in siege 
technology (including the first catapults and Quinqueremes) is believed 
to be the model later copied by Philip and Alexander of Macedon. 
Despite the loss of Motya, Carthage launched a counteroffensive in 
396. King Himilco Hanno commanded the army, while Mago served as 
admiral of the fleet. Mago inflicted a great naval defeat on Dionysius 
at Catana (featured in War Galley). King Himilco went on to besiege 
Syracuse itself (396–395). This, the second great siege endured by 
Syracuse, was relieved by the near destruction of the Punic army by 
plague. Dionysius vigorously attacked the weakened besiegers. Facing 
this, Himilco negotiated a secret deal to allow himself and his fellow 
Carthaginian citizens safe passage, abandoning his Libyan levies and 
mercenary corps to destruction. In the aftermath of King Himilco’s 
disgraceful flight, the monarchy was suppressed in Carthage, and re-
placed with a republic that featured two elected suffetes. Meanwhile, 

Dionysius embarked on a prolonged campaign in Italy. In fact, it was 
the struggle with Dionysius that first brought Carthaginian fleets and 
armies to Italy in support of their Italiot allies, near the end of the 
Second Punic War. Nevertheless, Carthage faced Libyan rebellions 
and Dionysius found his treasury exhausted, so the Second Punic War 
petered out in 392. 

The Third Punic War (383–375) began as Dionysius made a major 
effort to conquer all Sicily and expel the Carthaginians for good. As 
usual, the Syracusans initially made good progress. Mago (the victor 
at Catana) had been elected Suffete and placed in overall command 
of the expedition. However, Carthage did not maintain a large stand-
ing army and required a few years to collect mercenaries and conduct 
levies. Fortuitously, Dionysius was distracted by a rebellion in Italy, 
allowing the Carthaginians more time to complete their preparations. 
Unfortunately, another plague struck the assembling Punic army in 
Africa. Mago was only able to bring this force to Sicily in 377. He 
brought along his son Himilco, to serve as his deputy. Mago’s army 
probably numbered around 40,000 foot and 3,000 horse and was the 
largest army Carthage had yet dispatched to Sicily. This army had a 
higher proportion of Libyan levies than usual, due to the difficulty 
of attracting foreign mercenaries during the plague. While Mago 
advanced through central Sicily recovering lost cities and seeking 
his opponent, Dionysius returned from his capture of Croton in Italy, 
and hurriedly collected his Syracusan levies, allied contingents and 
mercenaries. While in Italy, he had allied with the Senones tribe of 
the Celts, and now had a body of these fierce barbarian mercenaries to 
add to his hoplite army. His total force included about 25,000 infantry 
and 3,000 cavalry.

The two armies met on an open plain near the town of Cabala in central 
Sicily (the exact location is unidentified). Mago attempted to crush the 
Syracusan army with his much larger force. While holding off the Car-
thaginian cavalry, Dionysius led his hoplite phalanx forward to smash 
into the Punic center. At this point, Mago, attempting to stabilize the 
line, was slain in fierce combat. The loss of their commander led to the 
dissolution of the Carthaginian army. Dionysius had won a resounding 
victory over the more lightly armed Punic host. The Carthaginian army 
suffered 10,000 killed in action. An additional 5,000 Punic soldiers 
were captured, providing Dionysius a useful bargaining chip. This 
was a spectacular victory for the outnumbered Syracusan army, a 
battle that has been called Dionysius’ ‘Cannae.’ The Carthaginians 
requested the standard truce of three days to recover their dead, and 
then instead carried out a rapid retreat by night. The Carthaginian 
army found refuge in the northwestern port of Panormus. Dionysius’ 
one failure at Cabala was his lack of pursuit. As it turned out, the 
Punic army was defeated, but not destroyed. 

pRE-GAME NOTES
Balance: Syracuse has plenty of HI/HO, generally better TQ, and the 
open terrain favors the hoplites. Carthage has the advantage in overall 
numbers, but many of the levies are nearly useless. The Syracusan 
player should have the edge. 

Tactical Difficulty: A fairly simple battle on open terrain.

playing Time: Three hours or a little less.

Map: Use the Gaugamela map from GBA.

iNiTiAL DEpLOyMENT 
Both players set up their units in the designated hex(es), faced in any 
direction.
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The Carthaginian Army under the Suffete Mago
Units Hex(es)  Source

Libyan Corps
S. Mago [OC] [a] 3617 T
Libyan (Tribal) MI (1–6) 3602–07 A
Libyan (Tribal) LI (1–25) 3608–32 A

Mercenary Corps
Himilco M. [b] 3428 T
Grk Mrc LP (1–2) 3428, 3429 A
Greek Mercenary HI/HO (1–2) 3430–31, 3432–33 T
Etruscan HI (1–2) 3434, 3435 T
Samnite HI (1–2) 3436, 3437 T
Iberian LI (1–6) 3438–43 T

African Levy Corps
Hamilcar 3821 T
African (Asia Lvy) Levy LI (1–14) 3808–21 A
African (AntoLvy) Levy LI (1–6) 3822–27 A
African (Babyln) Levy LI (1–8) 3828–35 A

Right Wing Cavalry
Atarbas 3203 T
Carth Noble HC  3203 T
Liby-Phoenician HC (1) 3204 T
Numidian LC (1–2) 3201, 3202 T

Left Wing Cavalry
Bomilcar 3241 T
Liby-Phoenician HC (2) 3240 T

Greek Merc HC  3241 T
Grk Ally (Memnon) LC (1) 3242 A
Libyan LC  3243 T

Skirmish Line
Libyan Chariot (1–6) 3208, 3211, 3214, 3232,
  3235, 3238 T
Moor Archer SK (1–4) 3217, 3220, 3223, 3226 T
Rhodes SK (1) 3229 A

a = Suffete Mago
b = Himilco Mago, son of Suffete Mago. Himilco M. has a Strategy Rating of 5 
for this scenario.

The Syracusan Army under the Tyrant Dionysius
Units Hex(es)  Source

Allied Division
Hiero 1613 T
Celtic MI (1–4) 1608–11 T
Italiot HI/HO  1612–13 T
Catana HI/HO  1614–15 T
Akragas HI/HO  1616–17 T

Mercenary Division
Dionysius [OC] 1823 T
Mercenary (Corcyra) HI/HO  1818–19 A
Mercenary (Sparta) HI/HO (1–2) 1820–21, 1824–25 A
Greek Merc Gd HI/HO  1822–23 T
Corinth Veterans HI/HO 1826–27 T
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Syracusan Division
Leptines [Wing Commander] [a] 1636 T
Syracuse epilektoi HI/HO (1–3)  1627–28, 1629–30, 1631–32 T
Syracuse militia HI/HO (1–2)  1633–34, 1635–36 T
Syracuse Guard LP  1637 T 

Reserve Corps
Theron 1421 T
Mercny LP (1–2) 1414, 1415  A
Gela HI/HO  1416–17 T
Greek Allies HI/HO (1–3) 1418–19, 1420–21, 1422–23 A
Leontini HI/HO  1424–25 T
Mercny LP (3–4) 1426, 1427  A

Right Wing Cavalry
Demeratus 1640 T
Syracuse Kn HC (1–4)  1639–42 T
Grk Ally LC (3) 1643 A

Left Wing Cavalry
Eumachus 1604 T
Celtic LN (1) 1606 T
Greek Merc Gd HC (1) 1605 T
Greek Merc HC  1604 T
Grk Ally LC (4) 1603 A

Skirmish Line
Illyrian SK  2018 A
Crete Archer SK  2021 A
Mercny Slinger SK (1–2) 2024, 2027 A
Syracuse Archer SK  2030 T

a = Brother of Dionysius

LiNE COMMAND ELiGiBiLiTy
Carthage Syracuse
MI and LI HI/HO and MI
HI/HO, HI, and LI HI/HO and LP
Levy LI LP 
All Cavalry All cavalry
CH and SK* SK*

* = These units need not be adjacent. There may be up to two interven-
ing vacant hexes between the units.

SpECiAL RuLES
Retreat Edge
The Carthaginians retreat towards hex row 42xx; the Syracusans retreat 
toward hex row 10xx.

Victory
The Carthaginian Army withdraws when units with Rout Points totaling 
120 TQ have been eliminated. The Syracusan Army withdraws when 
units with Rout Points totaling 125 TQ have been eliminated.

Army  SP TQ Pts Rout Ratio Quality Ratio 
Carthage  418  343 35% 0.82
Syracuse 263 329 38%  1.25

Syracuse fielded about 25,000 infantry and 3,000 cavalry. Carthage 
has nearly 40,000 foot, 3,000 horse and 300 chariots.

Simple GBoH Version
THE BATTLE OF CABALA
(377 BC)
Deploy both armies as indicated. 
playing Time: About two hours.
Balance: Even.

CARThAGiNiAN FORMATiON ChART
Commander Formation 

S Mago [OC] /3 Libyan Corps 
Himilco M /2 Mercenary Corps
Hamilcar African Levy Corps
Atarbas Right Wing Cavalry
Bomilcar  Left Wing Cavalry
(auxiliaries) Skirmish Line

The Carthaginian player may activate the Mercenary Corps in 
conjunction with the Libyan Corps if its commander is stacked 
with or adjacent to a unit in its Formation AND the commander 
is within Suffete Mago’s Command Range. See 4.14 Multiple 
Formations. However, the Carthaginian player may only place 
the units in one of the Formations In Command. The units in the 
other Formation are automatically Out of Command.

Carthaginian units with Reduced Side
Etruscan HI
Carthage Nobles HC
Greek Mercenary HI/HO

SyRACuSAN FORMATiON ChART
Commander Formation
Dionysius [OC]/5 Mercenary Division
Hiero Allied Division 
Leptines /3 Syracusan Division
Demeratus Right Wing Cavalry
Eumachus Left Wing Cavalry
Theron Reserve Corps
(auxiliaries) Skirmish Line

The Syracusan player may activate the Allied and/or Syracusan 
Divisions in conjunction with the Mercenary Division if the 
respective commander is stacked with or adjacent to a unit in its 
Formation AND the respective commanders are within Dionysius’ 
Command Range. See 4.14 Multiple Formations. However, the 
Syracusan player may only place the units in two of the Formations 
In Command. The units in the third Formation are automatically 
Out of Command.

Syracusan units with Reduced Side
All HI/HO units
Guard LP

ARMy WiThDRAWAL LEVELS
Carthaginian: 120 Rout Points
Syracusan: 125 Rout Points

SpECiAL RuLES
The Syracusan player goes first. There is no die roll.
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THE BATTLE OF CRONIUM
hiMiLCO MAGO VS. ThE TyRANT 
DiONySiuS i
Northwest Sicily, ��6 B.C.

hiSTORiCAL BACKGROuND
Following the defeat at Cabala, Himilco, son of the slain Suffete Mago, 
was acclaimed the new commander by the army. Henceforth, the suf-
fetes would remain in Carthage as purely civil rulers, and the conduct of 
wars was left to a newly developing professional officer corps. Himilco 
Mago burned for revenge. Rather than wait the years that a levying a 
relief army in Africa would require, Himilco decided to rebuild and 
revitalize his father’s shattered army at Panormus. He subjected his 
remaining African levies to intensive drilling, greatly increasing their 
combat effectiveness. He called up additional Greek and Sicel allied 
contingents and hired selected bands of top quality mercenary troops, 
both barbarian and Greek troops. His army now numbered only a little 
over 30,000 foot and 4,000 horse. This was a force smaller than his 
father had commanded, but far better drilled and armed. Within a year, 
Himilco was ready to strike for vengeance. Meanwhile, Dionysius con-
solidated his hold on central Sicily, and took back a number of cities. 
He reinforced his army with a few additional mercenaries and allied 
levies, bringing his strength up to nearly 30,000 infantry and 3,500 
cavalry. This was one of the largest armies ever fielded by Syracuse. 
Dionysius was supremely confident that his force could easily crush 
the remnants of Mago’s army now commanded by his son. While 
Dionysius was besieging Cronium, not far from Panormus, Himilco 
brought his army out and slipped units into the city behind a smoke 
screen. Dionysius called off the siege and prepared to do a set piece 
battle. Himilco was more than happy to oblige.

Dionysius took command of his crack mercenaries in the center, while 
his brother Leptines commanded the Syracusans on the right wing. 
Allied Siciliots, Italiots and the Senones Celtic mercenaries held the 
left. Himilco placed his improved Libyan troops in the center, with his 
heavier allied Greek hoplites and barbarian mercenaries on the wings. 
As the battle began, Dionysius drove back the Punic center, while 
Leptines personally led a savage assault on the right. At this critical 
juncture, Leptines was slain by Himilco’s mercenaries. The Syracusan 

right wing collapsed, and soon after Himilco’s hoplites broke through 
the Syracusan left as well. The Syracusan center was enveloped, and a 
grim slaughter commenced. Himilco had no interest in taking prison-
ers, and drove his men on until over 14,000 Greeks had been slain. 
The defeat at Cabala, and the death of his father Mago, was avenged. 
Cronium was the greatest open field Punic victory in all the centuries 
of combat with Syracuse. 

Carthage was satisfied with her victory, and negotiated an end to 
the Third Punic War in 375. Carthage received indemnity payments 
and the return of the prisoners taken at Cabala. A new boundary was 
established at the Halycus River between the Punic epikraty and the 
Syracusan sphere of hegemony. Yet once again peace did not last 
overlong. By 368 Dionysius once again attacked Punic possessions on 
Sicily, touching off his Fourth Punic War (368–367). The Carthagin-
ian navy inflicted another defeat on the Syracusan fleet at Drepanum 
in 368. This final war was cut short by the death of Dionysius in 366, 
brought on by excessive drinking in celebration of his poem’s choice 
as the victor in the Lenaean Literary Festival at Athens. The empire of 
Dionysius I had been the greatest ever held by Syracuse, only rivaled 
by the later tyrant Agathocles. The Carthaginians were overjoyed to 
see the last of Dionysius I.

As a side note, the value of western barbarians as compared to Greek 
forces can be gauged by the record of a band of 2,000 Gauls and 
Iberians, including 50 mounted warriors, dispatched by Dionysius 
in 371 to aid his Spartan allies against Epaminondas of Thebes. The 
Iberians were most likely enrolled after being discharged by the Car-
thaginians, or may have been some of the captives taken at Cabala. 
In their first engagement, the barbarians routed a much larger force 
of Theban hoplites on the plains of Corinth. Returning to Greece 
under Cissidas in 368, this mercenary band played havoc with the 
Argives, Arcadians and Messenians. When the band was recalled by 
Dionysius, the enemy attempted to destroy this unit as it withdrew. 
Cissidas repelled the assaults, until the main Spartan army marched 
to his relief. The result was the “Tearless Battle” at Melea, a stunning 
Spartan victory over the coalition. Athens, then an ally of Sparta, voted 
a gold crown to Dionysius to honor the exploits of this small band of 
western mercenaries.
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pRE-GAME NOTES
Balance: Syracuse has plenty of HI/HO, and the open terrain favors 
the hoplites. Carthage has some high TQ units and a slight advantage 
in mounted troops. This is a fairly even fight. 

Tactical Difficulty: A large but fairly simple battle on open terrain.

playing Time: Three hours or a little more.

Map: Use the Gaugamela (g) and Gaugamela Extension (e) Maps 
from GBA.

iNiTiAL DEpLOyMENT 
Both players set up their units in the designated hex(es), faced in any 
direction.

The Carthaginian Army under the General hi-
milco Mago
Units Hex(es)  Source

Greek Corps
Terillus g3613 T
Grk Mrc LP (1–2) g3607, g3608 A
Grk Mrc HI/HO (1–2) g3609, g3610 A
Greek Mercenary HI/HO (1–2) g3611–12, g3613–14 T
Segesta HI/HO  g3615–16 T
Greek Ally HI/HO  g3617–18 T

Libyan Corps
Himilco M (OC) [a] g3829 T
Libyan Vet MI (1–5) g3817–21 T
Libyan (Tribal) LI (1–16) g3822–37 A
Libyan Vet MI (6–10) g3838–42 T

Barbarian Corps
Hamilcar g3642 T
Campanian HI (1–2) g3643, g3644 T
Etruscan HI (1–2) e3601, e3602 T
Samnite HI (1–2) e3603, e3604 T
Ligurian MI  e3605 T
Iberian LI (1–6) e3606–11 T
Sard LI (1) e3612 T

Reserve Line
Sicel (Tribal) MI (1–6) g3808–13  A
African (Tribal) LI (17–22) e3801–06 A

Skirmish Line
Rhodes SK (1–3) g3411, g3414, g3417 A
Moor Archer SK (1–4) g3438, g3441, g3444, e3403 T
Libyan CH (1–6) g3420, g3423, g3426,
  g3429, g3432, g3435 T

Left Wing Cavalry
Atarbas e3412 T
Liby-Phoenician HC (1–2) e3410, e3411 T
Carth Noble HC (1)  e3412 T
Libyan LC  e3413 T
Numidian LC (1–2) e3414, e3415 T

Right Wing Cavalry
Bomilcar g3406 T
Greek Merc HC  g3406 T
Grk Ally (Memnon) LC (1–5) g3403, g3404, g3405,
  g3407, g3408 A 

a =Himilco Mago, son of Suffete Mago

The Syracusan Army under the Tyrant Dionysius i
Units Hex(es)  Source

Allied Division
Demeratus g1618 T
Grk Mrc LP (1–5)  g1609–13  A
Celtic MI (1–4) g1614–17 T
Akragas HI/HO  g1618–19 T
Gela HI/HO  g1620–21 T
Italiot HI/HO  g1622–23 T
Leontini HI/HO  g1624–25 T
Catana HI/HO  g1626–27 T

Mercenary Division
Dionysius [OC] g1832 T
Leucra HI/HO  g1825–26 A
Corcyra HI/HO  g1827–28 A
Sparta HI/HO (1–2) g1829–30, g1833–34 A
Greek Merc Gd HI/HO (1) g1831–32 T
Corinth HI/HO  g1835–36 A
Megara HI/HO  g1827–38 A

Reserve Division
Greek Allies HI/HO (1–3) g1629–30, g1631–32, g1633–34  A

Syracusan Division
Leptines [a] g2044 T
Syracuse militia HI/HO (1–3)  g2039–40, g2041–42, g2043–44 T
Syracuse epilektoi HI/HO (1–3) e2001–02, e2003–04, e2005–06 T
Mercny LP (1–5) e2007–11 A
Syracuse Guard LP (1) e2012 T

Skirmish Line
Mercny Slinger SK (1–2) g2226, g2229 A
Crete Archer SK  g2232 A
Syracuse Archer SK  g2235 T
Illyrian SK  g2238 A

Right Wing Cavalry
Agatharcus e2211 T
Syracuse Kn HC (1–4)  e2209, e2210, e2211, e2212 T
Grk Ally LC (3–4) e2213, e2214 A

Left Wing Cavalry
Hiero g1606 T
Celtic LN  g1607 T
Grk Merc HC (1) g1606 T
Greek Merc Gd HC (1) g1605 T
Grk Ally LC (1–2) g1603–04 A

a = Brother of Dionysius

LiNE COMMAND ELiGiBiLiTy
Carthage Syracuse
HI, MI, and LI HI/HO, MI, and LP
HI/HO, MI, and LP All Cavalry
All cavalry SK*
CH and SK* 

* = These units need not be adjacent. There may be up to two interven-
ing vacant hexes between the units.

SpECiAL RuLES
Retreat Edge
The Carthaginians retreat towards hex row 42xx; the Syracusans retreat 
toward hex row 10xx.
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Victory
The Carthaginian Army withdraws when units with Rout Points totaling 
165 TQ have been eliminated. The Syracusan Army withdraws when 
units with Rout Points totaling 150 TQ have been eliminated.

Army  SP TQ Pts Rout Ratio Quality Ratio 
Carthage  383  460 35% 1.20
Syracuse 323 390 38%  1.21

Syracuse fielded nearly 30,000 infantry and 4,000 cavalry. The estimate 
for Carthage is over 30,000 foot, 5,000 horse and 300 chariots.

THE BATTLE OF THE CRI-
MISSOS RIVER 
hASDRuBAL VS. ThE STRATEGOS 
TiMOLEON
Western Sicily, �4� B.C.

hiSTORiCAL BACKGROuND
The Sacred Band: The wars with Dionysius spurred innovation in 
the Carthaginian military system. Carthage had for centuries relied 
on polyglot assortments of barbarian mercenaries. These forces were 
strengthened with chariots and cavalry from Carthage. But the battles 
with the Greeks made the superiority of the heavily armed Greek 
hoplite apparent (just as it was to the Persians). Carthage responded 
by forming the Sacred Band of Foot in the mid-fourth century BC. 
This unit was composed of 2,500 superbly equipped and trained citizen 
hoplite infantry. Their large round shields, similar to the Greek hoplon, 
were in addition covered with elephant hides. They carried the same 
eight-foot thrusting spear and wore similar helmet, breastplate and 
greaves as a Greek hoplite. If anything, their armor and arms were 
superior to those of a typical Greek hoplite. In addition to this phalanx 
unit, the civic heavy cavalry was reorganized as a Sacred Band of 
Horse, numbering 1,000 horsemen. The concept of an elite unit, often 
named a sacred band, had become popular in Greece beginning with 
the Sacred Band of Thebes. Pelopidas had created this unit of 300 elite 
fighters to spearhead Theban assaults, and it fought with distinction 
from Leuctra, 371, until its annihilation by Alexander at Chaeronia in 
338. Other city-states, such as Argos, had formed units of elite profes-
sionals maintained at public expense. The rise of the Sacred Band of 
Foot had significant political and social overtones in Carthage as it 
strengthened the ‘middle-class’ citizenry, at the expense of the aris-
tocrats who formed the cavalry. More significantly, the Sacred Band 
greatly increased the military potential of Carthage. Properly combined 
with their superior mounted arm, the Sacred Band could provide Car-
thage the key to defeat the vaunted Greek hoplite phalanx.

Situation in Sicily: The death of Dionysius the Elder in 366 led to a 
resurgence of democracy alternating with new tyrannies in Syracuse. 
His son, Dionysius II (the Younger), proved just as brutal but far 
less capable. The result was another period of factional strife and the 
collapse of Dionysius the Elder’s empire (365–345). Two would-be 
tyrants, Dionysius II and Hicetas vied with the radical democrats of 
Syracuse for supremacy, while Carthage intervened as convenient. The 
democratic faction was in a quandary. They could not entrust command 
of their army to any of their own experienced generals for fear that he 
would use the opportunity to establish a new tyranny. But they recalled 
that in the war with Athens, command had been entrusted to a Spartan 
general, Gylippus. They came to believe that only a foreign general, 
with no ties to any local faction, could be trusted with the supreme 
command. Pleas were sent to the mother-city, and Corinth responded 
by dispatching Timoleon (ruled 343–323), an exiled noble and strong 
supporter of democracy. Mago was besieging Syracuse while the civil 
war continued. Timoleon arrived with a small Corinthian volunteer 
army of 2,000 foot and 200 horse and plunged into the three-way civil 
war with Dionysius II and Hicetas. Timoleon proved himself the better 
general, forced the Carthaginians to retreat, defeated both opponents 
and emerged as undisputed leader of Syracuse by 343. Many modern 
historians regard Timoleon as just another in the series of Syracusan 
tyrants; but the ancient tradition, preserved by Plutarch, revered him as 
a champion of democracy. Regardless of whether he ruled as ‘tyrant’ 
or ‘first citizen,’ Timoleon became the supreme commander of the 
Syracusan armed forces. 

Simple GBoH Version
THE BATTLE OF CRONIUM (376 BC)
Deploy both armies as indicated. 
playing Time: About two and half hours.
Balance: Even.

CARThAGiNiAN FORMATiON ChART
Commander Formation
Himilco M [OC]/4 Libyan Corps 
Terillus /2 Greek Corps and/or Sicel Tribal MI
Hamilcar /2 Barbarian Corps and/or African Tribal LI
Bomilcar Right Wing Cavalry
Atarbas /2 Left Wing Cavalry
(auxiliaries) Skirmish Line

The Carthaginian player may activate either Terillus’ or Hamilcar’s 
Formations in conjunction with the Libyan Corps if the respective 
commander is stacked with or adjacent to a unit in their Forma-
tion AND the commander is within Himilco Mago’s Command 
Range. See 4.14 Multiple Formations. 

Carthaginian units with Reduced Side
Campanian and Etruscan HI
Carthage nobles HC
All HI/HO units

SyRACuSAN FORMATiON ChART
Commander Formation
Dionysius [OC]/5 Mercenary Division and/or Reserve Divi-
sion
Demeratus /2 Allied Division 
Leptines /3 Syracusan Division
Agatharcus Right Wing Cavalry
Hiero Left Wing Cavalry
(auxiliaries) Skirmish Line 

The Syracusan player may activate either the Allied or Syracusan 
Divisions in conjunction with the Mercenary Division if the re-
spective commander is stacked with or adjacent to a unit in their 
Formation AND the respective commanders are within Dionysius’ 
Command Range. See 4.14 Multiple Formations. 

Syracusan units with Reduced Side
All HI/HO units and Guard LP

ARMy WiThDRAWAL LEVELS
Carthaginian: 165 Rout Points
Syracusan: 150 Rout Points

SpECiAL RuLES
The Syracusan player goes first. There is no die roll.
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Meanwhile, the leaders of Carthage had seen an opportunity to regain 
some of the territory lost to Dionysius, and mobilized a large army. 
Diodorus records the size of the Carthaginian host as 70,000 foot and 
10,000 horse (including cavalry, chariot horses and remounts). It is 
unlikely that the Carthaginian army actually numbered much over 
25,000 men. The order of battle provided by Diodorus included the 
2,500 hoplites of the Sacred Band, 7,500 Libyan conscripts and a 
mass of Celtic, Iberian, Ligurian and North African mercenaries. The 
various contingents of this army came from all quarters of the Western 
Mediterranean, and were slowly assembled in Western Sicily under 
the generals Hasdrubal and Hamilcar (familiar, recurring names in 
Carthaginian military history, to be sure). Timoleon learned that Has-
drubal had completed the assembly of his army at Lilybaeum and was 
preparing to advance against Syracuse. Timoleon initially marshaled 
7,000 troops from his own army, including 4,000 mercenaries and 
the 3,000 epilektoi of the Syracusan citizen levy. Mamercus, a Cam-
panian mercenary general who had seized control of Catana during 
the confusion of the Syracusan civil war, also joined forces with the 
Corinthian. Timoleon’s former rival Hicetas, now tyrant of Leontini, 
also joined his army. These two tyrants added another 5,000 men to the 
Syracusan army. However, 1,000 mercenaries deserted upon hearing 
rumors of the size of the Carthaginian army. Despite his best efforts, 
Timoleon was therefore only able to assemble an army less than half 
the size of his opponent’s; just 10,000 foot and 1,000 horse by June 
341. Undaunted, Timoleon decided not to wait on the defensive, though 
the fortifications of Syracuse were among the most formidable in the 
world. Instead, he resolved to take the offensive, seize the initiative 
and steal a march on Hasdrubal. Racing across Sicily in just eight days, 
Timoleon arrived on the high ground east of the Crimissos River, just 
as the Carthaginian army was beginning to cross. Hasdrubal had heard 

nothing of Timoleon’s march, and believed there were no hostile troops 
for many miles to the east.

Timoleon saw his chance to ambush and destroy the Carthaginian 
army when it was undertaking the crossing of the Crimissos River. He 
posted his army on the bluffs, and waited for the appropriate moment. 
Hasdrubal, for his part, was intent on continuing his leisurely march 
across Sicily. As morning came he sent his army across the river, with 
no reconnaissance and little security. His order-of-march seemed to 
reflect social precedence rather then military security. In the vanguard, 
first came the chariots and the Sacred Band. These units were followed 
by the Libyan conscripts. Bringing up the rear was the mass of barbarian 
mercenaries. It was a foggy morning, concealing the Greeks on higher 
ground. Timoleon waited till the vanguard, about half of the enemy 
army, was across the ford. Then he struck, launching his cavalry first, 
under the command of his lieutenant Demeratus. Caught completely 
by surprise, Hasdrubal reacted slowly at first. Finally realizing what 
was happening, he attempted to use his chariots to disrupt the Greek 
cavalry charge. Caught out of position and unprepared, the chariot 
counter-charge was ineffective.  Timoleon next sent his phalanx roll-
ing downhill, supported by peltasts.  Soon, the Libyan conscripts were 
routed and joined the flight of the chariots, but the Sacred Band stood 
like a rock. Crack mercenary units struggled to cross the river and join 
the battle before it was too late.

This was the critical point in the battle. As long as the Sacred Band 
held, reinforcements could stream across the ford to turn the tide of 
battle. Timoleon saw his victory slipping away. At this moment, the 
gods intervened on the side of the Greeks (at least it seemed so to 
them). A violent thunderstorm erupted onto the battlefield. The storm 
benefited the Greeks in three important ways. First, the wind blew 
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the rain and hail into the faces of the Carthaginians, but only onto the 
backs of the Greeks. Second, the heavy rain greatly slowed the cross-
ing of the Carthaginian mercenary reinforcements. Finally, the very 
heavily armored hoplites of the Sacred Band became mired in the 
quickly developing mud. The Greek hoplites were apparently more 
lightly armed, and found they could now work their way around the 
flanks of the Sacred Band. The peltasts were particularly well suited for 
this role. The Greeks commenced to cut the elite Carthaginian unit to 
pieces. Nearly all the Sacred Band fought and died where they stood. 
The Greeks claim to have counted 10,000 Carthaginian dead on the 
field, with the remainder of the Carthaginian army scattered in flight. 
Hasdrubal may have been killed, but Hamilcar survived the battle and 
was still a commander in Sicily when he died in 314. The victory at 
Crimissos ended the Punic threat to Greek Sicily for decades. 

pRE-GAME NOTES
Balance: Syracuse has a lot of initial advantages, but Carthage has 
some very good mercenary units coming up from the rear. The Greeks 
must win fast or they may loose big.

Tactical Difficulty: Tough situation for the Carthaginian player with 
his army split in two parts. He has to somehow bring his numbers to 
bear. The Syracusan player must attack aggressively to win before 
this happens.

playing Time: Could be as short as an hour or as long as three.

Map: Use the Issus Map from GBOA. The Pinarus River is now the 
Crimissos. 

iNiTiAL DEpLOyMENT 
Both players set up their units in the designated hex(es). The Carthagin-
ian player faces his units as indicated. The Syracusan player may face 
his units in any direction.

The Carthaginian Army under hasdrubal
Units Hex(es)  Source

ADVANCE GuARD (all units in column facing South)

Mounted Division
Hasdrubal [OC]  3822 T
Libyan Chariots (1–6) 3724–26, 3823–25 T
Sacred Band HC (1–2)  3723, 3822  T

Foot Division
Atarbas 3717 T
Sacred Band HI/HO (1–2) 3721–22, 3820–21 T
Libyan (Tribal) LI (1–14) 3714–20, 3813–19 A

MAiN BODy (all units in column heading facing East)

Left Column
Hamilcar [a] [Wing Commander]  3808 T 
Sard LI  3808 T
Ligurian MI  3707  T 
Celtic MI (1–4)  3607, 3506, 3406, 3305 T
Sicel (Tribal) MI (1–4) 3205, 3104, 3004, 2903 A

Right Column
Bomilcar 3305 T 
Iberian LI (1–6) 3708, 3608, 3507, 3407,
  3306, 3206 T  
Grk Mrc HI/HO (1–2) 3105, 3005 A
Greek Ally HI/HO (1) 2904–2804  T

Cavalry Corps

Gisgo 2703 T
Numidian LC (1) 2803 T
Libyan LC  2702 T
Greek Merc HC  2703 T
Liby-Phoenician HC (1)  2603 T

a = Hasdrubal’s deputy commander

The Syracusan Army under the Strategos Timo-
leon
Units Hex(es)  Source

Cavalry Division
Demeratus [a] 4126 T
Syracuse Kn HC (1–2)  4127, 4227 T
Grk Merc Gd HC  4126 T
Corinth Vet HC  4125 T

Mercenary Division
Timoleon [OC]  4324 T
Hicetas [b]  4222 T
Mrcny Peltast LP (1)  4226 A
Corinth Veteran HI/HO  4224–25 T
Greek Merc Gd HI/HO (1)  4222–23  T
Mrcny (Sparta) HI/HO (1–2)  4220–21, 4218–19 A

Syracuse & Allies Division
Mamercus [Wing Commander] [c] 4114 T
Syracuse epilektoi HI/HO (1–3) 4116–17, 4112–13, 4114–15 T 
Leontini HI/HO  4110–11  T
Catana HI/HO  4108–09 T
Syr Gd LP  4107 T

a = Timoleon’s deputy and cavalry commander
b = Tyrant of Leontini, former Tyrant of Syracuse, allied with Timoleon against 

Carthage
c = Campanian mercenary general, Tyrant of Catana, allied with Timoleon against 

Carthage. Mamercus has a Strategy Rating of 4 for this scenario.

LiNE COMMAND ELiGiBiLTy
Carthage Syracuse
Sacred Band HC and CH HI/HO and LP
Sacred Band HI/HO and Tribal LI HC
Sard LI, MI and HI
Iberian LI and Greek HI/HO
All cavalry

SpECiAL RuLES
River Ford
Carthaginian reinforcements may cross the Crimissos (Pinarus) River 
at hexes 3709, 3809, and 3907, and 3908 with no movement point/
cohesion point penalties—this includes the elevation change. Cross-
ing the river anywhere else is per regular GBA rules (i.e. the river is 
terrain level one, etc.)

The Storm
The ancient accounts of this battle make much of a violent storm that 
occurred during the fighting and greatly benefited the Greeks. Storm 
Roll: The Syracusan player rolls one die at the beginning of each turn 
starting with turn three: Storm begins with a die roll of ‘0–6’. The 
effects of the storm are:

• All Carthaginian units immediately receive +/– (1) on all shock 
combat DRs for “rain in the face.” 

• Rising water allows Carthaginian reinforcing units to cross the ford 
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at hexes 3809 and 3908 only. Any non-Routed unit in any other 
River hex is placed in an adjacent vacant non-River/Ford hex and 
now has cohesion hits equal to one less than its TQ. If there is no 
vacant adjacent non-River/Ford hex, the unit is eliminated. Routed 
units are automatically eliminated. Units may only cross the River 
at 3809 and 3908 for the rest of the game. 

• All Sacred Band HI/HO and Carthage CH units have their move-
ment allowance reduced by two (–2) due to mud. All other units are 
unaffected.

Surprise
Timoleon surprised the Punic army in mid-crossing of the river. 
Therefore, the Syracusan player goes first and may activate the leader 
of his choice.

Retreat Edge
The Carthaginian Army uses the North map edge as its retreat edge. 
The Greek Army uses the East map edge.

Victory 
The Carthaginian Army withdraws when units with Rout Points totaling 
115 TQ have been eliminated. The Syracusan Army withdraws when 
units with Rout Points totaling 75 TQ have been eliminated.

Army  SP TQ Pts Rout Ratio Quality Ratio 
Carthage  222  290 40% 1.31
Syracuse 112 158 45%  1.41

Syracuse fielded 10,000 foot and 1,000 horse. Carthage has around 
20,000 infantry, 2,500 cavalry and 300 chariots.

Simple GBoH Version
THE BATTLE OF THE CRIMISSOS 
RIVER (341 BC)
Deploy both armies as indicated. 
playing Time: About an hour.
Balance: Syracuse is a heavy favorite.

CARThAGiNiAN FORMATiON ChART
Commander Formation 
Hasdrubal [OC]/2 Advance Guard: Mounted Division
Atarbas Advance Guard: Foot Division 
Hamilcar /3  Main Body: Left Column 
Bomilcar  Main Body: Right Column 
Gisgo Main Body: Cavalry Corps 

The Carthaginian player may activate both Main Body Column 
Formations together using Hamilcar if both commanders are stacked 
with or adjacent to a unit in their Formation AND Bomilcar is within 
Hamilcar’s Command Range. See 4.14 Multiple Formations. 
However, the Carthaginian player may only place the units in one 
of the Formations In Command. The units in the other Formation 
are automatically Out of Command.

Carthaginian units with Reduced Side
All HI/HO units
Sacred Band HC

SyRACuSAN FORMATiON ChART
Commander Formation 
Timoleon [OC]/4 None 
Demeratus /2 Cavalry Division  
Hicetas /2 Mercenary Division 
Mamercus /3  Syracuse and Allies Division 

Syracusan units with Reduced Side
All HI/HO units
Guard LP

ARMy WiThDRAWAL LEVELS
Carthaginian: 115 Rout Points
Syracusan: 75 Rout Points

SpECiAL RuLES
River Ford
Carthaginian reinforcements may cross the Crimissos (Pinarus) 
River at hexes 3709, 3809, and 3907, and 3908 with no movement 
point/cohesion point penalties—this includes the elevation change. 
Crossing the river anywhere else is per regular Simple GBoH rules 
(i.e. the river is terrain level one, etc.)

Storm Rule
The Syracusan player roles for the storm every time he activates 
a formation, beginning with his 8th activation. On a roll of 0–6 the 
storm begins and the following rules are immediately in effect:

• Rain – The Carthaginian player adds one (+1) to all TQ checks 
during Shock resolution

• River – Rising water allows Carthaginian reinforcing units to 
cross the ford at hexes 3809 and 3908 only. Any unit in any other 
River hex is placed in an adjacent vacant non-River/Ford hex 
and now has cohesion hits equal to one less than its TQ. If there 
is no vacant adjacent non-River/Ford hex, the unit is eliminated. 
Units may only cross the River at 3809 and 3908 for the rest of 
the game. 

• Mud – All Sacred Band HI/HO and Carthage CH units have their 
movement allowance reduced by two (–2) due to mud. All other 
units are unaffected.

Surprise Rule
The Syracusan player goes first. There is no die roll.
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THE BATTLE OF THE 
ABOLUS RIVER 
MAMERCuS VS. ThE STRATEGOS 
TiMOLEON
Eastern Sicily, ��8 B.C.

hiSTORiCAL BACKGROuND
Following his stupendous victory at the Crimissos River, Timoleon 
next launched a war to suppress tyranny in Sicily. Timoleon targeted 
his recent allies, Hicetas, tyrant of Leontini, and the Campanian mer-
cenary captain Marcus Mamercus, who had made himself tyrant of 
Catana during the confusion of the Syracusan civil war. Timoleon’s 
attacks drove these two petty tyrants into alliance with Carthage. The 
general Gisco, son of Hanno, had been recalled from exile to take the 
command in Sicily following the disaster at Crimissos. Lacking a large 
field army, Gisco welcomed the overtures of Hicetas and Mamercus. 
Gisco supplied these surrogate armies with funds and mercenary aux-
iliaries, and let them carry on the war. Timoleon moved first against 
Hicetas. However, while Timoleon with a small part of his army 
was engaged in an expedition against Caluari, 15 miles northwest of 
Syracuse, Hicetas appeared with his entire force. Hicetas taunted the 
Syracusans, and then occupied a strong position on the banks of the 
Damurias River. Timoleon’s outnumbered men clamored to attack, 
so Timoleon led them across the river to an improbable victory. Soon 
thereafter, he captured Hicetas alive, and had him executed 
for the crime of tyranny. 

Timoleon now turned on Mamercus. Mamercus had a powerful 
army of various Italian and Siciliot Greek mercenary bands 
and the hoplites of Catana, reinforced with Gisco’s auxiliary 
Libyan foot and horse. The whole force numbered around 
12,000 foot and 2,000 horse. Timoleon’s army still included 
many of the units present at Crimissos, less the mercenaries 
earlier provided by Hicetas and Mamercus for that battle. 
These units and other losses had been replaced with new 
levies of mercenaries, Syracusans and allies. Timoleon again 
fielded about 10,000 infantry and 1,500 cavalry. Both generals 
were confident and aggressive, and met for battle on an open 
plain along the Abolus River. Few details of the fighting have 
survived, other than the fact that Timoleon was the victor and 
Mamercus’ army suffered over 2,000 killed, many of these 
being Gisco’s men. 

Gisco now decided to sign a peace treaty with Timoleon. 
Mamercus fled back to Italy, hoping to rally a Lucanian al-
liance against Syracuse. His scheme failed, and his remain-
ing followers returned to Catana and surrendered the city to 
Timoleon. Mamercus sought refuge with Hippo, tyrant of 
Messana. Timoleon laid siege to Messana and took the city, 
capturing Hippo as he fled. Hippo was tortured and executed in 
the public square. Mamercus agreed to surrender, provided he 
could face trial in Syracuse. Facing the Syracusan assembly, he 
was shouted down and unable to deliver a defense. Mamercus 
attempted suicide by running across the theatre and dashing 
his head against a stone column, but survived. Mamercus 
was then executed, and the last of the contemporary Sicilian 
tyrants had perished. 

The fact that Hicetas and Mamercus, and probably Hippo, had 
earlier supported Timoleon makes these campaigns appear less 
noble than the ancients have portrayed them. It was certainly 
a complex situation. In any case, these campaigns solidified 

the hold of Syracuse on Eastern and Central Sicily. Timoleon’s cam-
paigns also fortified the democratic movement in Syracuse. Timoleon, 
progressively losing his sight, retired from active service following the 
campaign against Mamercus, but remained behind the scenes for a few 
years as a stabilizing force for democracy. He passed away quietly in 
his bed in 336. Still, his treaty with Gisco held and nearly twenty years 
of freedom, peace and prosperity for the Greek city ensued. Syracuse 
was able to grow in wealth, power and prestige. However, a new tyrant 
would be waiting in the wings, to once again plunge Sicily into war.

pRE-GAME NOTES
Balance: Syracuse has a slight advantage.
Tactical Difficulty: Fairly straightforward fight.  
playing Time: About two hours.
Map: Use the Lyginus Map from GBOA. The Lyginus is now the 
Abolus River. 

iNiTiAL DEpLOyMENT 
The Catana-Carthaginian Army under Mamercus
Units Hex(es)  Source
Mamercus [OC] [a]  4919 T 

Mounted Division
Clinon  4924 T
Liby-Phoenecian HC (1) 4923 T
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Greek Merc HC 4924 T
Celt LN  4925 T
Grk Mrc (Memnon) LC (1) 4825 A
Libyan LC (1)  4826  T

Gisco’s Libyan Division
Hamilcar [b] 4904 T 
Libyan Vet MI (1–10) 4900–4909 T  

Catana/Mercenary Division
Terillus  4915 T 
Sard LI  4921 T
Ligurian MI  4920  T 
Campanian HI (1–2) 4918, 4919 T
Etruscan HI (1) 4917 T
Samnite HI (1) 4916 T
Greek Mercnary HI/HO (1–2) 4912–13, 4914–15  T
Catana HI/HO 4910–11 T

Skirmishers
Moor Archer SK (1–4) 5101, 5103, 5105, 5107 T
Rhodian Slinger SK (1–3)  5113, 5116, 5119 A

a = Campanian mercenary general, Tyrant of Catana
b = Gisgo’s deputy commander (after Hasdrubal’s probable death at Crimissos)

The Syracusan Army under the Strategos Timo-
leon
Units Hex(es)  Source

Timoleon [OC]  5706 T

Cavalry Division
Demeratus [a] 5722 T
Syracuse Kn HC (1–2)  5721, 5722 T
Corinth Vet HC  5723 T
Grk Merc Gd HC  5823 T
Grk Allies LC (3) 5824 A

Syracuse & Allies Division
Hiero  5714 T
Syracuse epilektoi HO/HI (1–3) 5709–10, 5711–12, 5713–14 T 
Akragas HO/HI  5715–16  T
Leontini HO/HI  5717–18 T
Syracuse Guard LP  5719 T

Mercenary Division
Agatharcus 5703 T
Grk Mrc LP (1)  5700 A
Mercenary (Corinth) HO/HI (1)  5701–02 A
Corinth Veteran HO/HI  5703–04 T
Greek Merc Gd HO/HI  5705–06  T
Mercenary (Sparta) HO/HI (1)  5707–08 A

Skirmishers
Syracuse Archer SK  5508 T
Mercny Slinger SK (1–2) 5511, 5514 A
Crete Archer SK  5517 A

a = Timoleon’s deputy and cavalry commander

LiNE COMMAND ELiGiBiLiTy
Catana-Carthage Syracuse
Libyan Vet MI  HI/HO and LP (purple)
HI/HO, HI, other MI & LI HI/HO and LP (red)
All Cavalry All Cavalry
SK * SK *

* = These units need not be adjacent. There may be up to two interven-
ing vacant hexes between the units.

SpECiAL RuLES
Retreat Edge
The Catana-Carthaginian Army uses the 36xx edge as its retreat edge. 
The Syracusan Army uses the 60xx edge.

Victory 
The Catana-Carthaginian Army withdraws when units with Rout Points 
totaling 85 TQ have been eliminated. The Syracusan Army withdraws 
when units with Rout Points totaling 85 TQ have been eliminated.

Army  SP TQ Pts Rout Ratio Quality Ratio 
Catana-Carthage 137  182 45% 1.31
Syracuse 120 173 50%  1.44

Syracuse fielded a little over 10,000 foot and 1,500 horse. Catana-
Carthage has almost 12,000 infantry and 2,000 cavalry.

Simple GBoH Version
The Battle of the Abolus Riv-
er (338 BC)
Deploy both armies as indicated. 
playing Time: About an hour.
Balance: Even.

CARThAGiNiAN FORMATiON ChART
Commander Formation
Mamercus [OC] /3 None
Hamilicar Gisco’s Libyan Division
Terillus /2  Catana/Mercenary Division
Clinon Mounted Division
(auxiliaries) Skirmishers

Carthaginian units with Reduced Side
All HI/HO units
Campanian, Etruscan & Samnite HI units

SyRACuSAN FORMATiON ChART
Commander Formation
Timoleon [OC] /4 None
Demeratus /2 Cavalry Division 
Agatharcus Mercenary Division
Hiero  Syracuse and Allies Division
(auxiliaries) Skirmishers

Syracusan units with Reduced Side
All HI/HO units
Syr Gd LP unit

ARMy WiThDRAWAL LEVELS
Catanan: 85 Rout Points
Syracusan: 85 Rout Points
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THE BATTLE OF ECNOMUS
hAMiLCAR GiSGO VS. ThE TyRANT 
AGAThOCLES
Southern Sicily, ��� B.C.

hiSTORiCAL BACKGROuND
For Carthage, the defeat at Crimissos had been sobering. The loss 
was a hard blow to Carthaginian pride and prestige. Strategically, 
the loss did not seriously threaten the Carthaginian hold on Western 
Sicily. However, the loss of 2,500 citizens was another matter. When 
one considers that during the Peloponnesian War the Spartans made 
peace with Athens to secure the freedom of only some 292 citizens 
captured at Pylos, its magnitude can be better appreciated. This number 
represented a significant portion of the entire citizen body of Carthage. 
Such a loss could not be endured again. Therefore, Carthage established 
a new policy with regard to the Sacred Band. This unit was not to be 
dispatched overseas. In the future, the Sacred Band would serve only in 
Africa, against native tribes or as a last line of defense for the home city. 
To provide her armies afield with the necessary high quality infantry, a 
practical alternative was adopted: Carthage would rely on allied Greek 
cities and mercenaries for hoplite heavy infantry. Crimissos was also 
the last recorded use of chariots by Carthage outside Africa.

Across the Mediterranean, Alexander the Great besieged Tyre in 332 
and Carthage offered to send military aid to its metropolis. However, 
skirmishing with Syracuse prevented the dispatch of aid until it was too 
late. After his return from India, Alexander reportedly was planning a 
massive expedition to conquer Carthage and the West in 323, but his 
death spared Carthage this calamity. In Syracuse, Timoleon also died 
about 323 and the city reverted to her usual political anarchy. This al-
lowed Agathocles (ruled 317–289), a captain of mercenaries, to seize 
control of the city and establish another tyranny. Agathocles, like 
Dionysius I before him, exploited the wealth of the city to hire a large 
mercenary army and to embark on a wave a conquest. Agathocles was 
recognized by contemporaries as one of Alexander’s Successors, the 
‘Diadochoi’, and joined in marriage alliances with Ptolemy I of Egypt 
and Pyrrhus of Epirus. Soon, Syracuse amassed another empire stretch-
ing North to Campania, East to Corcyra and West into Punic Sicily. 
Agathocles reportedly hired on mercenaries totaling 13,500 troops, in 
addition to the civic forces of Syracuse, which totalled perhaps another 
8,000 men. But Agathocles had few allies. After defeating a coalition 
of Siciliot Greek cities, the ambitious warlord threatened to drive the 
Carthaginians from Sicily completely. 

Carthage dispatched a reinforcing army under Hamilcar (son of the 
Gisco who had supported Mamercus) of 14,200 men and 130 triremes 
in 311. For once we have a detailed order of battle for a Carthaginian 
expeditionary army. Reversing policy after three decades, the Sacred 
Band was again sent out with this force, at a reduced strength of 2,000 
men, probably 1,500 foot and 500 horse. The army also included 10,000 
Libyan levies, 1,000 Etruscan mercenary heavy infantry and 200 zeu-
gipae light cavalry. For the first time, a corps of 1,000 crack Balearic 
slingers accompanied this army. These skirmishers were considered 
the premier missile troops in the Western Mediterranean world. They 
carried two different slings and multiple sizes of lead shot for firing 
at varying ranges, including special heavy shot for close-quarters fir-
ing. They outranged all contemporary archers and were considered 
far more accurate. They were often employed to sharp-shoot enemy 
leaders. The Balearics were also more effective against heavily armored 
troops as their bullets could cause concussive injuries even without 
penetrating armor (unlike arrows which were relatively ineffective 
when striking armor). The only drawback to these slinger units was 
the additional space required for each slinger, which reduced overall 

volume of fire. The Balearics preferred to be paid with virgin girls, 
rather than money. 

The fleet was caught in a storm at sea, and suffered losses of 60 triremes 
and 200 transports. The remnants of the army, probably about 10,000 
men, landed at Agrigentum. Unfortunately, many hundreds of the 
Sacred Band of Foot were lost at sea, to the utter consternation of the 
Carthaginians. This would be the final appearance of this unit overseas. 
Hamilcar Gisgo took command of the army already in Sicily, added 
his expeditionary force and called up Greek allied forces. Diodorus 
reports his strength reached 40,000 foot and 5,000 horse, but it was 
more likely about 15,000 in total. He then advanced on Gela, an ally 
of Syracuse. When the city began to waver in its alliance, Agathocles 
slipped his army in and slaughtered 4,000 citizens before they could 
defect to Carthage. Hamilcar meanwhile set up his camp on Ecnomus 
hill, overlooking the Himeras River between Akragas and Gela while 
Agathocles occupied the Phalarium outpost on a hill across the river. 
The two armies skirmished for some time, until the Greeks ambushed 
a Punic foraging party near the river and pursued it towards the Car-
thaginian camp. Agathocles judged the time ripe for a general assault, 
and followed with his whole army.

The Greeks had surprise on their side and forced their way into the 
Punic camp. The Sacred Band, Etruscans and Greeks held, but the 
remainder of the Punic army was disintegrating. The Carthaginian 
army was on the point of collapse when Hamilcar employed his secret 
weapon. The Greek hoplites had lost cohesion in advancing through 
the camp, and were suddenly overwhelmed by a storm of lead bullets 
hurled by the 1,000 elite Balearic slingers. The Greek assault faltered 
and the Punic army rallied. Just then, some reinforcements from Africa 
arrived at the camp and turned the tide against the Greeks. Agathocles’ 
army was routed and suffered 7,000 killed, while the victorious Car-
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thaginians lost only 500 men slain. Nonetheless, it had been a very 
close and bloody battle. The surviving members of the Sacred Band 
were hurriedly shipped back to the safety of Africa. The Sacred Band 
of Foot was never again seen overseas. Agathocles withdrew his shat-
tered army to Syracuse.   

pRE-GAME NOTES
Balance: This one is fairly even. The Syracusan army is larger at first, 
but must fight its way uphill into the Punic Camp. If the Carthaginian 
player can hang on long enough, the reinforcements from the sea camp 
could save the day.

Tactical Difficulty: A complex tactical problem for both players.

playing Time: Two to three hours.

Map: Use the Arigaeum Map from GBA.

iNiTiAL DEpLOyMENT 
Both players set up their units in the designated hex(es), faced in the 
indicated direction.

The Carthaginian Army under hamilcar Gisgo
All units setup facing the 34xx map edge

Units Hex(es)  Source

Hamilcar G [OC] [a] 1115 T

heavy Foot Division
Terillus 1517 T
Sacred Band HI/HO (1) 1114–15 T
Etruscan HI (1–2) 1317, 1318 T
Grk Mrc HI/HO (1–2) 1509, 1511 A
Greek Mercenary HI/HO (1) 1513–14 T
Segesta HI/HO 1516–17 T
Greek Ally HI/HO  1519–20 T

Light Foot Division
Atarbas  1914 T
Balearic Slinger SK (1–10) 1611, 1613, 1615, 1617, 1619 T
  1810, 1812, 1814, 1816, 1818
Libyan (Tribal) LI (1–14) 2111, 2113, 2115, 2117,
  2119, 1910, 1912, 1914 A
  1916, 1918, 1710, 1712, 
  1714, 1716

Cavalry Division
Sacred Band HC (1) 1117 T
Etruscan LC 1320 T
Greek Ally (Memnon) LC (1) 1310 A
Greek Merc HC 1312 T

Relief Corps (arriving from Africa)
Enter on Turn 2 anywhere on hex row xx28
Bomilcar [Wing Commander]   T
Hamilcar   T 
Libyan Vet MI (1–10)  T
Liby-Phoenician HC (1–2)   T 
Numidian LC (1)   T 

a = Hamilcar Gisgo, son of Gisgo, the supporter of Mamercus 

The Syracusan Army under the Tyrant Agathocles
All units setup facing the 10xx map edge

Units Hex(es)  Source
Greek Mercenary Corps
Agathocles [OC]  2314 T
Grk Mrc LP (1–4) 2309–12 A
Corinth Veteran HI/HO  2313–14 T
Greek Merc Guard HI/HO 2315–16 T
Sparta HI/HO (1) 2317–18 A
Corinth HI/HO  2319–20 A
Corcyra HI/HO  2321–22 A

Barbarian Corps
Eumachus [a] 2008 T
Samnite HI (1–2) 2209, 2108 T
Celt MI (1–4) 2008, 1907, 1807, 1706 T

Syracusan Corps
Agatharcus [Wing Commander] [b]  2515 T
Syracuse epilektoi HI/HO (1–3) 2510–11, 2512–13, 2514–15 T
Syracuse militia HI/HO (1–3) 2516–17, 2518–19, 2520–21 T
Mercny LP (1–3) 2508, 2509, 2522 A
Syr Gd LP 2523 T

Cavalry Corps
Demeratus 2604 T
Greek Merc HC  2606  T
Greek Merc Gd HC  2605 T
Syracuse Kn (1–4) 2601, 2602, 2603, 2604 T
Grk Ally LC (2–4) 2502, 2503, 2504 A
Celtic LN 2505 T

a = One of Agathocles’ marshals
b = Son of Agathocles

LiNES COMMAND ELiGiBiLTy
Carthage Syracuse
Libyan LI
Balearic SK * HI/HO and LP
HI/HO and HI  HI and MI
Libyan Veteran MI All cavalry
All cavalry 

* = These units need not be adjacent. There may be up to one interven-
ing vacant hex between the units.

SpECiAL RuLES
Terrain
The hill on the Agrigeaum Map approximates the southern end of 
Mount Ecnomus, the reported location of the Punic camp. The Car-
thaginian and Greek armies of this period did not make much effort at 
fortifying camps, relying on the natural terrain instead. Hence, there 
are no walls around the Punic camp. 

Surprise 
Agathocles surprised the Punic army in its camp. Therefore, the Syra-
cusan player goes first and may activate the leader of his choice.

Retreat Edge
The Carthaginian Retreat Edge is hex row 60xx; the Syracusan Retreat 
Edge is hex row 36xx.

Victory 
The Carthaginian Army withdraws when units with Rout Points totaling 
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100 TQ have been eliminated. The Syracusan Army withdraws when 
units with Rout Points totaling 105 TQ have been eliminated.

Army  SP TQ Pts Rout Ratio Quality Ratio 
Carthage  221  282 35% 1.28
Syracuse 214 269 40%  1.26

Syracuse fielded about 18,000 infantry and 3,500 cavalry. Carthage 
has 14,000 foot and 2,000 horse, with another 5,000 infantry and 1,000 
cavalry arriving as reinforcements.

THE BATTLE OF ‘WHITE 
TUNIS’ 
hANNO VS. ThE TyRANT AGAThOCLES
North Africa, ��0 B.C.

hiSTORiCAL BACKGROuND
Following their hard-fought victory at the Battle of Ecnomus, the Car-
thaginians pushed on to eliminate the threat from Syracuse once and for 
all, and besieged the Greek fortress-city. This was the third great Punic 
siege of Syracuse. Agathocles responded with an audacious stroke: to 
turn the tables on Carthage by invading Africa itself. After detaching an 
adequate garrison for Syracuse, Agathocles mustered only 13,500 men 
for his invasion. Lacking horse transports, his cavalrymen brought only 
their saddles and bridles, hoping to acquire mounts in Africa. The sheer 
rashness of the scheme caught the Carthaginian besiegers by complete 
surprise, and the small fleet slipped past the blockading Carthaginian 
navy. Just as the Greek invaders came in sight of the African coast, 
another Carthaginian fleet appeared. A race ensued, and the Greeks 
barely made it to shore near White Tunis (probably a suburb of Tunis) 
as the Punic fleet bore down upon them. Agathocles now ordered his 
ships burned (like Cortes on the Mexican coast in the distant future). 
There could be no retreat—only Victory or Death!

The arrival of Greek invaders spread panic through the African coun-
tryside. Even in Carthage it was assumed that Agathocles must have 
destroyed the Punic army and fleet in Sicily before he would dare to 
invade Africa. In fact, no invasion had been directed at Carthage since 
the disastrous attempt of Cambyses, King of Persia over two centuries 
earlier (c. 530). When the facts of Agathocles’ escape from Syracuse 
became known, the council in Carthage was relieved to some extent. 
Nevertheless, just as would be the case of Regulus’ invasion in the 
First Punic War (some 55 years to come), Carthage was ill prepared 
to meet an invader. Her best generals and crack mercenaries were all 
in Sicily. Fortunately, the Sacred Band of 2,500 foot and 1,000 horse 
had been brought back up to full strength, along with the chariot corps. 
Still, few other resources were at hand. Without time to summon the 
Numidian princes or hire mercenaries from overseas, Carthage could 
only levy a mass of infantry from the local Libyan tribes. The sources 
claim 30,000 to 40,000 infantry, 1,000 cavalry and 2,000 chariots were 
called up, but as usual, that number is undoubtedly an exaggeration. 
A total of 20,000 foot, 1,000 cavalry and a few hundred chariots is 
most likely. 

For commanders, the Council selected two rival politicians, Hanno and 
Bomilcar. The two generals decided not to wait for reinforcements, but 
marched to engage Agathocles with the troops at hand. This suited the 
Tyrant as well, and the armies met near White Tunis. Hanno took com-
mand of the Sacred Band, and deployed it on the extreme right wing. 
Bomilcar commanded the left, with his personal mercenary bodyguard 
and the Libyan levies. The field was so narrow that he was forced to 
form a double line. The chariots formed a thin skirmish line across 
the entire front, with the cavalry on the flanks. Agathocles apparently 
observed the Punic dispositions before deploying his own army. For 
once, we have a precise order of battle. Agathocles divided his army 
into five divisions. His crack mercenary guard was on his extreme 
left, opposite the Sacred Band. Next came his barbarian heavy foot 
(Etruscan, Gauls and Samnites) and then his hoplite phalanx in two 
divisons (Syracusan and mercenary) in the center. His son, Agatharcus, 
commanded the right wing, with a mixed force of hoplites and peltasts. 
The few horsemen (on newly stolen mounts) covered the flanks and 
500 skirmishers were deployed to deal with the chariots.  

Simple GBoH Version
The Battle of Ecnomus (311 BC)
Deploy both armies as indicated. 
playing Time: About an hour and a half.
Balance: Syracuse is a slight favorite.

CARThAGiNiAN FORMATiON ChART
Commander Formation
Hamilcar G [OC]/5 None
Terillus Heavy Foot Division
Atarbas Light Foot Division [a]

Bomilcar /2* Libyan veteran MI
Hamilcar /2* Liby-Phoencian HC and Numidian 

LC
(auxiliaries) Sacred Band/Grk Merc HC and Etrus-

can/Greek LC

a = A contiguous line may have an intervening vacant hex between each 
unit.

Carthaginian units with Reduced Side
All HI/HO units
Sacred Band HC unit
Etruscan HI units

SyRACuSAN FORMATiON ChART
Commander Formation
Agathocles [OC]/5 Greek Mercenary Corps
Eumachus Barbarian Corps 
Agatharcus /2 Syracusan Corps
Demeratus /2 Cavalry Corps

Syracusan units with Reduced Side
All HI/HO units
Guard LP 

ARMy WiThDRAWAL LEVELS
Carthaginian: 100 Rout Points
Syracusan: 105 Rout Points

SpECiAL RuLES
Terrain
Ignore the walls around the Punic camp.

Surprise
The Syracusan player goes first. There is no die roll.

*Reinforcements
The Carthaginian player may activate and enter his reinforcements 
beginning with his 3rd activation.
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The battle began with a largely ineffective chariot charge. The Sacred 
Band then drove forward, pressing back the Greek left. Meanwhile 
the Punic left was hard-pressed by the Greek hoplites and could not 
advance with the Sacred Band. At this point, the Punic left began to 
falter and then broke. The Sacred Band fought on unsupported for some 
time, but when Hanno was killed the elite hoplites joined the general 
rout. Agathocles’ audacious invasion had succeeded! The strategic ef-
fect of his victory at White Tunis was to reverse the verdict of Mount 
Ecnomus. Now both Syracuse and Carthage were threatened by hostile 
armies as the war raged on in Sicily and Africa.

Bomilcar launched an unsuccessful coup attempt with his mercenaries 
in 308, and the rumor later spread that he had deliberately held back 
the left-wing at White Tunis to ensure that the Sacred Band took heavy 
casualties and that Agathocles would win. It is true that a foreign threat 
and a weakened ‘middle class’ would enhance the chances for his coup. 
Nevertheless, the veracity of these allegations remains uncertain.  In 
any event, the coup failed and Bomilcar was killed. This is the only 
recorded attempt to impose a tyranny in Carthage. The political stabil-
ity of Carthage was a major asset in the wars with Syracuse, which 
regularly suffered cycles of tyranny, civil war and mob rule. 

pRE-GAME NOTES
Balance: This one looks fairly even. The Syracusan army is smaller 
but better. Carthage has the Sacred Band.

Tactical Difficulty: A small, straight-forward battle on an open plain. 
It doesn’t get any easier than this.

playing Time: About two hours.

Map: Use the Lyginus Map from GBA. The battle takes place on a 
plain in front of the Greek camp in the hills. It was a narrow plain that 
prevented the Carthaginians from outflanking the smaller Syracusan 
army.

iNiTiAL DEpLOyMENT 
Both players set up their units in the designated hex(es), faced in any 
direction.

The Carthaginian Army under the General hanno
Units Hex(es)  Source

Mounted and Skirmisher Corps
Atarbas 5626 T
Sacred Band HC (1–2) 5602, 5626 T
Libyan Chariots (1–6) 5604, 5608, 5613, 5615,
  5620, 5624 T
Moor Archers (1–4) 5606, 5610, 5618, 5622 T

Right Wing Foot
Hanno [OC]  5805 T
Sacred Band HI/HO (1–2)  5802–03, 5804–05 T
Libyan Vet MI (1–6) 5806–11  T

Left Wing Foot
Bomilcar (Wing Commander) [a] 5817 T
Greek Mercenary HI/HO (1) 5816–17 T
African (Tribal) MI (1–6) 5812–15, 5818–19 T
African (Tribal) LI (1–7)  5820–26 A

Reserve Line
Hamilcar 5707 T
African (Tribal) LI (8–25) 6009–26  A
a = Political rival of Hanno, later coup plotter

The Syracusan Army under the Tyrant Agathocles
Units Hex(es)  Source
Agathocles [OC]  4803 T

Mercenary Division
Eumachus [a] 4810 T
Greek Merc Guard HI/HO  4802–03 T
Etruscan HI (1–2)  4804, 4805 T
Samnite HI (1–2) 4806, 4807 T
Celtic MI (1–2) 4808, 4809 T
Sparta HI/HO (1–2) 4810–11, 4812–13 A
Corinth Veteran HI/HO  4814–15 T

Syracusan Division
Agatharcus [b] 4821 T
Syracuse epilektoi HI/HO (1–3) 4816–17, 4818–19, 4820–21 T
Corcyra HI/HO  4822–23 A
Corinth HI/HO  4824–25 A
Syr Gd LP 4826 T

Cavalry and Skirmisher Division
Demeratus 5026 T
Greek Merc Gd HC  5002 T
Crete Archer SK  5006 A
Mrcny Slinger SK (1–2) 5010, 5014 A
Syracuse Archer SK  5018  T
Illyrian SK  5022 A
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Syracuse Kn HC (1)  5026 T

a = One of Agathocles’ marshals
b = Son of Agathocles

LiNE COMMAND ELiGiBiLiTy
Carthage Syracuse
Right Wing HI/HO and MI Merc Division HI/HO, HI, and MI
Left Wing HI/HO, MI, and LI Syracusan Division HI/HO and LP
SK and CH * SK **

LI 
* = These units need not be adjacent. There may be up to two interven-
ing vacant hex between the units.

** = These units need not be adjacent. There may be up to four inter-
vening vacant hex between the units.

SpECiAL RuLES
Retreat Edge
The Carthaginian Retreat Edge is hex row 60xx; the Syracusan Retreat 
Edge is hex row 36xx.

Victory 
The Carthaginian Army withdraws when units with Rout Points totaling 
95 TQ have been eliminated. The Syracusan Army withdraws when 
units with Rout Points totaling 75 TQ have been eliminated.

Army  SP TQ Pts Rout Ratio Quality Ratio 
Carthage 235  271 35% 1.17

Syracuse 138 187 40%  1.36

Syracuse fielded 13,000 infantry and 500 cavalry. Carthage has over 
20,000 foot, 1,000 horse and 300 chariots.

THE BATTLE OF TUNIS 
hiMiLCO VS. ThE TyRANT AGAThOCLES
North Africa, �0� B.C.

hiSTORiCAL BACKGROuND
Following his victory at White Tunis, Agathocles set up his own African 
empire. Many Libyan and Numidian tribes joined his cause and a three-
year war ensued. But Agathocles could not match the wealth and naval 
power of Carthage, and lacked the strength to besiege the great city. 
He was also the most brutal of the Syracusan Tyrants, and his series of 
massacres, assassinations and betrayals led to the defection of most of 
his allies. For example, in 308 Agathocles invited Ophellas, Ptolemy’s 
governor of Cyrene to march across the Libyan dessert and join him. 
Ophellas, who had campaigned with Alexander the Great, accepted the 
call to another adventure. His army included 10,000 troops, including 
thousands of Athenian mercenaries. Agathocles murdered Ophellas 
shortly after welcoming him to Libya, and absorbed his troops into his 
own army. Meanwhile, back in Sicily, Syracuse was still in trouble. 
After dispatching 5,000 crack mercenaries back to Africa, Hamilcar 
Gisco, the victor at Ecnomus, had besieged Syracuse in 309. However, 
the Syracusan garrison captured him during an abortive night assault, 
then tortured and beheaded the Punic general. The Syracusan victory 
was announced by the dispatch of his head to Carthage. The siege 
was temporarily lifted, but then Akragas and Gela joined the coali-
tion against Syracuse, again threatening the city. In 308 Agathocles 
returned to Sicily, leaving his son Agatharcus in command in Africa. 
Agathocles defeated the Carthaginians and their Acragan allies to re-
lieve the pressure on Syracuse. But in Africa, Agatharcus was to meet 
disaster in early 307. Following the death of Hanno at White Tunis and 
Bomilcar during his abortive coup d’etat, Himilco had been placed in 
command of the Carthaginian army. Soon after Agathocles departed, 
Himilco decided to split his forces into three separate commands under 
himself, Hanno (not the one killed at White Tunis) and Atarbas. These 
three armies, of nearly 10,000 men each, spread out to begin retaking 
much of the countryside. Agatharcus responded by dividing his forces 
into three armies, a column under Aeschrion in the midlands, a second 
column under Eumachus in the interior and his own command in the 
coastal region. Each army numbered roughly 8,000 foot and 800 horse, 
and a large garrison was posted in Tunis as well. 

Hanno led Aeschrion on a merry chase, and then sprung a devastat-
ing ambush. In the ensuing fight, 4,200 Greeks were slain, including 
Aeschrion. Concurrently, Eumachus was also pursuing Himilco. 

Simple GBoH Version
The Battle of ‘White Tunis’ 
(310 BC)
Deploy both armies as indicated. The leaders Atarbas and Dem-
eratus are not used.
playing Time: About an hour.
Balance: Even.

CARThAGiNiAN FORMATiON ChART
Commander Formation
Hanno [OC]/3 Right Wing Foot
Bomilcar /2 Left Wing Foot
Hamilcar Reserve Line 
(auxiliaries) Mounted and Skirmisher Corps 

Carthaginian units with Reduced Side
All HI/HO units
Sacred Band HC units

SyRACuSAN FORMATiON ChART
Commander Formation
Agathocles [OC]/5 None
Eumachus/2 Mercenary Division
Agatharcus /2 Syracusan Division
(auxiliaries) Cavalry and Skirmisher Division 

Syracusan units with Reduced Side
All HI/HO units
Etruscan HI
Guard LP

ARMy WiThDRAWAL LEVELS
Carthaginian: 95 Rout Points
Syracusan: 75 Rout Points

SpECiAL RuLES
None 
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This Carthaginian general laid a clever trap. Leaving a portion of his 
command in place to fight the approaching Greeks, Himilco posted 
his best units in a small (unnamed) city, prepared to sally forth on his 
signal. Eumachus attacked the main force, and made steady headway 
against the lightly armed Carthaginians until Himilco unleashed his 
devastating ambush and his hidden forces sallied out of the city behind 
the unsuspecting Syracusans. The Syracusans were routed and fled to a 
nearby hill. Here Eumachus and the remnants of his army were nearly 
all slaughtered. Of 8,000 foot only 30 escaped, and from the 800 horse 
a mere 40 survived to bring the tidings of defeat. Two Greek armies 
had been annihilated in a matter of weeks, and Agatharcus retreated to 
Tunis. Agatharcus was in a dire situation. His Libyan and Numidian 
allies began to defect en masse, and the Syracusan army was forced 
back to its base at Tunis. Agathocles returned in mid-307 to retrieve 
the deteriorating situation. At Tunis he found only 6,000 Greeks, 4,000 
Etruscans, Celts and Samnites and 10,000 allied Libyans supported by 
1,500 cavalry and 600 Libyan chariots. He determined to fight a battle 
before his remaining Libyan allies also deserted. Himilco remained in 
command of the Carthaginian army, assisted by Hanno and Artabas. 
He encamped his army on high ground, relying on his cavalry and 
light infantry to prevent supplies reaching Tunis. Himilco probably 
had about 25,000 foot, 3,000 horse and a few hundred chariots. Most 
of his army was lightly armed Libyans, but he also had the Sacred 
Band and a few thousand renegade Greek mercenaries, including a 
unit of Greek cavalry under Clinon. In addtion, he still had the veteran 
mercenaries dispatched to him by Hamilcar Gisgo after the defeat at 
White Tunis.

Despite the advantageous terrain of the Carthaginian camp, Agathocles 
advanced to force a battle. But Himilco did not wait on the high ground, 
and instead led his army out to meet the invaders on more open ground 

before his camp. Agathocles massed his crack mercenaries in the cen-
ter, with Libyan troops holding his wings. The Carthaginians focused 
their attacks on the Greeks and other mercenaries, recognizing that 
the Libyans might soon defect anyway. Agathocles’ men fought furi-
ously, and nearly ruptured the Punic center. Yet Himilco’s men held 
and ultimately overcame the Greeks, killing over 3,000 and driving 
them off the field. That night both armies suffered further losses. The 
Punic camp was consumed in flame after a sacrificial fire burned out 
of control and the Greeks became embroiled in a night battle with 
5,000 defecting Libyans. Agathocles recognized a lost cause in Africa. 
The tyrant abandoned his army to its fate (a la Napoleon in Egypt) 
and slipped back to Syracuse. The 7,000 remaining mercenaries were 
probably not all slain, but most were more likely simply taken into 
Carthaginian service.  Until his death in 289, Agathocles continued his 
mercenary adventures in Sicily, Italy and even across the Adriatic, and 
entered alliances with both Pyrrhus of Epirus and Ptolemy I of Egypt. 
Yet Agathocles never again seriously threatened Carthage

pRE-GAME NOTES
Balance: The Syracusan army is smaller but has some crack hoplites. 
Carthage has numbers and a cavalry advantage, and should have the 
edge here.

Tactical Difficulty: A straightforward battle on an open plain. Both 
players have units of widely divergent capabilities.

playing Time: About two and half hours

Map: Use the Guagamela Map from GBA. The battle is taking place 
on a plain in front of the Carthaginian camp in the hills.
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iNiTiAL DEpLOyMENT 
Both players set up their units in the designated hex(es), faced in any 
direction.

The Carthaginian Army under himilco
Units Hex(es)  Source

Libyan Veteran Foot Division
Atarbas [a]  3611 T
Libyan (Tribal) LI (1–4) 3606–09 A
Libyan Vet MI (1–10)  3610–19 T

heavy Foot Division
Himilco [OC]  3623 T
Sacred Band HI/HO (1–2) 3620–21, 3622–23 T
Greek Mercenary HI/HO (1–2) 3624–25, 3626–27 T
Grk Mrc HI/HO (1–2) 3628, 3629 A

Libyan Tribal Foot Division
Hamilcar 3634 T
Libyan (Tribal) MI (1–6)  3630–35 A
Libyan (Tribal) LI (5–9)  3636–40 A

Reserve Division
Libyan (Tribal) LI (10–25) 3817–32  A

Right Wing Cavalry
Bomilcar 3604 T
Sacred Band HC (1–2) 3604, 3605 T
Numidian LC (1) 3603 T

Left Wing Cavalry
Clinon [b] 3642 T
Liby-Phoenician HC (1) 3641 T
Greek Merc HC  3642 T
Libyan LC  3643 T

Chariot & Skirmisher Line
Libyan Chariots (1–6) 3404, 3408, 3412, 3432,
  3436, 3440 T
Moor Archer SK (1–4) 3416, 3420, 3424, 3428 T

a = One of Himilco’s marshals
b = Greek Mercenary cavalry commander

The Syracusan Army under the Tyrant Agathocles
Units Hex(es)  Source

Agathocles [OC]  1621 T

Barbarian Division 
Agatharcus [a] 1615 T
Libyan (Indian) LI (1–5) 1608–12 A
Celtic MI (1–4) 1613, 1614, 1615, 1616 T
Samnite HI (1–2) 1617, 1618 T
Etruscan HI (1–2)  1619, 1620 T

Greek Division 
Leptines 1624 T
Sparta HI/HO (1) 1621–22 A
Greek Mercenary Gd HI/HO   1623–24 T
Athens HI/HO (1–2) 1625–26, 1627–28 A
Syracuse epilektoi HI/HO (1–2) 1629–30, 1631–32 T
Syr Gd LP  1633 T

Libyan (Indian) LI (6–10) 1634–38 A

Libyan Allies Division
Libyan (Indian-J) LI (11–15) 1408–12 A
Libyan (Indian-J) LI (16–20) 1434–38 A

Right Wing Cavalry
Hiero 1840 T
Greek Mercenary Gd HC 1840 T
Libyan (Indian) LC (1–2) 1841, 1842 A

Left Wing Cavalry
Demeratus 1606 T
Syracuse Kn HC (1) 1606 T
Libyan (Indian) LC (3) 1605 A

Chariot and Skirmisher Line
Libyan (Indian) CH (1–8) 1811, 1813, 1815, 1817, A 
  1829, 1831, 1833, 1835 
Illyrian SK  1819 A
Crete Archer SK  1821 A
Syracuse Archer SK  1823 T
Mrcny Slinger SK (1–2) 1825, 1827 A

a = Son of Agathocles

LiNE COMMAND ELiGiBiLiTy
Carthage Syracuse
HI/HO  HI, MI, and LI
MI and LI HI/HO, LP, and LI
All Cavalry LI
CH and SK* CH and SK**
All cavalry

* = These units need not be adjacent. There may be up to three inter-
vening vacant hex between the units.

** = These units need not be adjacent. There may be up to one inter-
vening vacant hex between the units.

SpECiAL RuLES
Retreat Edge
The Carthaginian Retreat Edge is hex row 42xx; the Syracusan Retreat 
Edge is hex row 10xx.

Victory 
The Carthaginian Army withdraws when units with Rout Points totaling 
120 TQ have been eliminated. The Syracusan Army withdraws when 
units with Rout Points totaling 115 TQ have been eliminated.

Army  SP TQ Pts Rout Ratio Quality Ratio 
Carthage  291  347 35% 1.19
Syracuse 235 284 40%  1.21

Syracuse fielded about 20,000 infantry, 1,500 cavalry and 400 chariots. 
Carthage has about 25,000 foot, 3,000 horse and 300 chariots.
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Simple GBoH Version
The Battle of Tunis (307 BC)
Deploy both armies as indicated. 
playing Time: About an hour and half
Balance: Syracuse is a slight favorite (yes, this is different than 
the standard GBoH version)

CARThAGiNiAN FORMATiON ChART
Commander Formation 
Himilco [OC]/4 Heavy Foot Division or Reserve Division
Atarbas /2 Libyan Veteran Foot Division
Hamilcar Libyan Tribal Foot Division 
Clinon /1 Left Wing Cavalry
Bomilcar /1 Right Wing Cavalry
(auxiliaries) Chariot and Skirmisher Line

The Carthaginian player may activate either the Libyan Veteran 
Foot Division or the Libyan Tribal Foot Division in conjunction 
with the Heavy Foot Division if the respective commander is 
stacked with or adjacent to a unit in their Formation AND the 
commander is within Himilco’s Command Range. See 4.14 
Multiple Formations. 

Carthaginian units with Reduced Side
All HI/HO units
Sacred Band HC unit

SyRACuSAN FORMATiON ChART
Commander Formation
Agathocles [OC]/5 None
Leptines  Greek Division or Libyan (Indian) LI (16–20)
Agatharcus /2 Barbarian Division or Libyan (Indian) LI (11–15)
Hiero Right Wing Cavalry
Demeratus Left Wing Cavalry 
(auxiliaries) Chariots and Skirmisher Line

Syracusan units with Reduced Side
All HI/HO units
Guard LP 
Etruscan HI units

ARMy WiThDRAWAL LEVELS
Carthaginian: 120 Rout Points
Syracusan: 115 Rout Points

SpECiAL RuLES
None

THE BATTLE OF LILYBAEUM 
MAGO VS. KiNG pyRRhuS 
Western Sicily, 2�6 B.C 

hiSTORiCAL BACKGROuND
Syracuse had fallen into one of her cyclical periods of weakness and 
disarray following the death of the Tyrant Agathocles (317–289). The 
Tyrant Hiketas seized power in Syracuse and fought a short war with 
Carthage. Thoinon overthrew him in 279. Then another general, Sos-
istratus, rose against Thoinon and plunged the city into civil war. The 
Carthaginians, sensing an opportunity, seized Akragas and besieged 
Syracuse (for the 4th time). With an army of 50,000 men (undoubtedly 
a great exaggeration, 20,000 troops might be closer to the mark) and a 
fleet of 100 galleys under Mago, the Carthaginians pressed the siege. 
Thoinon and Sosistratus were forced to enter a truce and send a plea 
for aid to Pyrrhus. After his ‘Pyrrhic Victory’ at Ausculum in Italy, it 
seems that Pyrrhus didn’t relish the thought of more battles with the 
hydra-like Romans (every army he destroyed being replaced by two 
more). When the deputation arrived at Tarentum from Syracuse, they 
offered Pyrrhus command of all the Sicilian Greeks. Pyrrhus accepted. 
Meanwhile, the Carthaginian admiral Mago visited the Senate in Rome 
and formed an alliance against Pyrrhus.

Pyrrhus readied an expeditionary corps that numbered only 10,000 
men. In the summer of 278 he sailed from Tarentum and landed in 
Sicily. Next, Pyrrhus marched on Syracuse, with his fleet paralleling 
at sea. Mago was short 30 ships, which were detached on some errand, 
and declined to challenge the 60 Epirote galleys with his own 70 ships. 
Instead, the Carthaginians abandoned the siege and withdrew both 
Mago’s fleet and their army. In Syracuse, both Thoinon and Sosistratus 
pledged allegiance to the Pyrrhus. More importantly, Pyrrhus gained 
access to the city treasury, its army and its fleet of 140 galleys. Mago 
had squandered Carthage’s best opportunity to defeat Pyrrhus—at sea 
before he entered Syracuse. Seeing which way the wind was blowing, 
Heraclides, Tyrant of Leontini, joined Pyrrhus with 4,000 foot and 500 
horse. The other Greek cities of Eastern Sicily followed Heraclides’ 
lead. After incorporating his new allies into his army, Pyrrhus advanced 
on Akragas where he was joined by more mercenaries—8,000 infantry 
and 800 cavalry. The Carthaginians appear to have hoped Pyrrhus 
would return to Italy after liberating Syracuse. They had not counted 
on the limitless ambition of this Diadochian prince. Pyrrhus now 
mustered 30,000 foot, 2,500 horse and 19 elephants. As the spring of 
277 arrived, he embarked on the conquest of the Punic Epicraty, the 
eastern third of the island. Selinus, Heracleia and Segesta fell in rapid 
succession. Finally at Mount Eryx the Carthaginians made a stand on 
defensive terrain. Pyrrhus shattered the Punic host with his Macedo-
nian-style phalanx, war elephants and heavy cavalry. In the summer 
Pyrrhus quickly seized Erecte and Panormus. The conquest of the 
Punic Epicraty was complete, save for the fortress port of Lilybaeum. 
At this point, Pyrrhus turned back to deal with the Mamertines, the 
mercenary lords of Messana. After over a year of campaigning, Pyrrhus 
assumed the title ‘King of Sicily’ and appointed his son Alexander as 
heir and successor. 

One task remained—to drive the Carthaginians from Sicily once and 
for all. Despite a peace offer from Carthage, Pyrrhus laid siege to 
Lilybaeum in the fall of 277. In the meantime, however, this city had 
been heavily reinforced. If the Carthaginians could not meet the Epirote 
army in open battle, they remained tenacious siege warriors and crafty 
engineers. Every Epirote assault was beaten back in a cloud of bolts and 
stones. After two months of futile effort, Pyrrhus was forced to break 
off the siege as winter closed in. Pyrrhus now proposed to his Sicilian 
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allies that he would defeat Carthage by invading Africa. During the 
winter of 277–276, Epirote officers began an aggressive campaign to 
conscript soldiers and sailors for the great expedition. His allies did not 
share his ambition, and remembered all to well the fate of Agathocles’ 
expedition. Pyrrhus’ popularity immediately began to wither. Never 
an able administrator or diplomat, he became increasingly autocratic 
as resistance to his rule hardened. 

In the early spring of 276, Mago led a revitalized Punic army from 
Lilybaeum to challenge the Epirotes. Even with detachments garrison-
ing most of Sicily, Pyrrhus’ army still numbered about 25,000 foot, 
3,000 horse and 19 elephants. One third of this army was composed of 
his crack Epirote veterans. Another third were skilled Greek mercenar-
ies. However, the final third were Syracusan and other Siciliot Greek 
allies, many of which were becoming inclined to desert, and had little 
stomach for a tough fight. Mago commanded a larger army, but one not 
nearly as cohesive or effective. Carthage mustered as many as 35,000 
foot and 4,000 horse, from the usual sources: Libyan, Numidian and 
other African levies augmented with Iberian, Italian, Celtic, Ligurian 
and Greek mercenaries. With their morale bolstered by their successful 
defense of Lilybaeum, the Carthaginians came out on the open plain 
to face the Epirote phalanx and elephants once again. 

Mago pinned his hopes on a small corps of over 5,000 Greek merce-
naries, and nearly 10,000 high quality barbarians. His heavy cavalry 
might match the Epirote mounted arm, and his Numidians gave him 
and advantage in light horse, but the bulk of his army consisted of a 
mixed force of over 20,000 lightly armed Libyan troops. When the two 
armies met on a plain near Lilybaeum, there was much harder fighting 
than a year earlier. Yet as at Mount Eryx, Pyrrhus led his crack Epirote 
troops to shatter the Punic army. The Epirote phalanx and elephants had 

once again proved irresistible. Nevertheless, Mago and the Council in 
Carthage were not overly concerned by this defeat. New levies could 
be raised, and more mercenaries could be hired. Carthage had taken 
the measure of the Epirote king, and recognized a short-lived threat 
that could not keep up the fight over the long haul. The most significant 
long-term affect of Pyrrhus’ Sicilian campaign on Carthage was to be 
on the development of the Punic army. It seems his war elephants made 
a major impression on the Carthaginian officers, who soon thereafter 
established an elephant corps of their own, much to the chagrin of the 
Romans and the delight of wargamers two millennia hence.     

pRE-GAME NOTES
Balance: Carthage has the numbers, but Pyrrhus has superior leader-
ship, more heavy troops and elephants and should have the advantage 
here.

Tactical Difficulty: The challenge for the Epirote-Syracusans is to 
neutralize the Punic cavalry and deliver a crippling blow. The Carthag-
inians have to take advantage of their numbers and mounted force.

playing Time: Probably about three and half hours

Map: Use the Gaugamela Map from GBA.

iNiTiAL DEpLOyMENT 
Both players set up their units in the designated hex(es), faced in any 
direction.
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The Carthaginian Army under Mago
Units Hex(es)  Source

Greek Corps
Terillus 3413 T
Grk Mrc LP (1–2) 3408, 3409 A
Segesta HI/HO  3410–11 T
Greek Ally HI/HO  3412–13 T
Greek Mercenary HI/HO (1–2) 3414–15, 3416–17 T
Grk Mrc HI/HO (1–2) 3418, 3419 A

Libyan Veteran Corps
Mago (OC)  3620 T
Libyan Vet MI (1–10) 3616–25 T

Barbarian Corps
Hamilcar 3430 T
Celtic MI (1–4) 3421–24 T
Campanian HI (1–2) 3425, 3426 T
Etruscan HI (1–2) 3427, 3428 T
Samnite HI (1–2) 3429, 3430 T
Ligurian MI  3431 T
Iberian LI (1–6) 3432–37 T
Sard LI  3438 T

Libyan Reserve Corps
Gisgo 3821 T
Libyan (Tribal) LI (1–25) 3807–18, 3825–37 A
Libyan (Tribal) MI (1–6) 3819–24  A

Left Wing Cavalry
Bomilcar 3441 T
Liby-Phoenician HC (1–2) 3439, 3440 T
Sacred Band HC (1–2)  3441, 3442 T
Numidian LC (1–2) 3443, 3344 T

Right Wing Cavalry
Atarbas 3405 T
Celtic LN  3406 T
Greek Merc HC  3405 T
Grk Ally (Memnon) LC (1–2) 3403, 3404 A 
Libyan LC  3402 T

Skirmish Line
Rhodes Slinger SK (1–3) 3206, 3208, 3210 A
Moor Archer SK (1–4) 3212, 3214, 3216, 3218 T
Balearic Slinger SK (1–10) 3220, 3222, 3224, 3226, 3228,  T
  3230, 3232, 3234, 3236, 3238 

The Epirote-Syracusan Army under King pyrrhus
Units Hex(es)  Source

Pyrrhus [OC] 1836 T

Epirote Expeditionary Corps (Right Wing)
Alexander of Epirus [a] 2031 T
Epirote (Macedonian) PH (1–6) 2022–33 A
Epirote (Macd.) Hypaspist HI (1–2)  2034, 2035 A
Thrace LP (1–3) 2036, 2037, 2038 A

Mercenary Corps (Left Wing)
Heloris 1819 T
Corcyra HI/HO  1822–23 A
Megara HI/HO  1820–21 A
Greek Merc Gd HI/HO  1818–19 T

Sparta HI/HO (1) 1816–17 A
Corinth Veteran HI/HO  1814–15 T
Thebes HI/HO (1) 1812–13 A
Grk Mrc LP (1–4) 1808, 1809, 1810, 1811  A

Syracusan & Allied Siciliots Corps (Reserve)
Hiero [b] 1228 T
Mrcnry LP (1–3) 1214, 1215, 1229 A
Greek Allies HI/HO (1–3) [c] 1216–17, 1218–19, 1220–21 A
Syracuse Militia HI/HO (1–3) [c] 1222–23, 1224–25, 1226–27 T
Syracuse Guard LP (1) 1228 T

Right Wing Cavalry
Leptines 2040 T
Epirote (Companion) HC (1–2) 2039, 2040 A
Greek Merc Gd HC  2041 T
Greek Merc HC  2042 T

Left Wing Cavalry
Demeratus 1804 T
Syracuse Kn HC (1–4) 1803, 1804, 1805, 1806 T
Grk Ally LC (4) 1802 A

Skirmishers
Crete Archer SK  2222 A
Syracuse Archer SK  2224 T
Illyrian SK  2226 A
Mercny Slinger SK (1–2) 2228, 2230 A

Elephants
Indian Elephants (1–4) 1836, 1837, 1838, 1839 A

a = Son of Pyrrhus and his heir
b = Mercenary captain from Lipara and later King of Syracuse
c = These lower TQ Greek hoplite units are used to reflect the growing 

dissatisfaction with Pyrrhus’ leadership

LiNE COMMAND ELiGiBiLiTy
Carthage Epirote-Syracusan 
SK* PH, HI, and LP
HI, MI, and LI HI/HO and LP 
HI/HO and LP Any Cavalry
Libyan MI and LI SK*
Any Cavalry 

* = These units need not be adjacent. There may be up to one interven-
ing vacant hex between the units.

SpECiAL RuLES
Retreat Edge
The Carthaginians retreat towards the North map edge; the Epirote-
Syracusans retreat towards the South map edge.

Victory 
The Carthaginian Army withdraws when units with Rout Points totaling 
180 TQ have been eliminated. The Epirote-Syracusan Army withdraws 
when units with Rout Points totaling 145 TQ have been eliminated.

Army  SP TQ Pts Rout Ratio Quality Ratio 
Carthage  420  519 35% 1.24
Epirus-Syracuse 288 366 40%  1.27

The Epirote-Syracusan army numbered 25,000 infantry, 3,000 cavalry 
and 19 elephants. 

Carthage fielded around 35,000 foot and 4,500 horse.
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Simple GBoH Version
ThE BATTLE OF LiLyBAEuM (2�6 
BC)
Deploy both armies as indicated. 
playing Time: About two hours.
Balance: Epirus-Syracuse is a slight favorite.

CARThAGiNiAN FORMATiON ChART
Commander Formation
Mago [OC]/3 Libyan Veteran Corps 
Terillus Greek Corps
Hamilcar /2 Barbarian Corps
Gisgo Libyan Reserve Corps
Atarbas Right Wing Cavalry
Bomilcar Left Wing Cavalry
(auxiliaries) Skirmish Line

The Carthaginian player may activate Greek Corps and Barbarian 
Corps Formations in conjunction with the Libyan Veteran Corps 
if the respective commanders are stacked with or adjacent to a 
unit in their Formation AND the commander is within Mago’s 
Command Range. See 4.14 Multiple Formations. However, 
the Carthaginian player may only place the units in two of the 
Formations In Command. The units in the third Formation are 
automatically Out of Command.

Carthaginian units with Reduced Side
All HI/HO units, Campanian and Etruscan HI,
Sacred Band HC

EpiROTE-SyRACuSAN FORMATiON ChART
Commander Formation
Pyrrhus [elite OC]/5 None
Alexander /2 Epirote Expeditionary Corps
Hiero /2 Syracusan and Allied Siciliots 
Corps
Heloris Mercenary Corps
Leptines  Right Wing Cavalry
Demeratus  Left Wing Cavalry
(auxiliaries) Skirmish Line and Elephants

The Epirote-Syracusan player may activate the Epirote Expe-
ditionary Corps, the Syracusan and Allied Siciliots Corps, and 
the Mercenary Corps together if the respective commanders are 
stacked with or adjacent to a unit in their Formation AND all are 
within Pyrrhus’ Command Range. See 4.14 Multiple Forma-
tions. However, the Epirote-Syracusan player may only place 
the units in two of the Formations In Command. The units in the 
third Formation are automatically Out of Command. Pyrrhus may 
move during this activation.

Epirote-Syracusan units with Reduced Side
Macedonian PH units, Hypaspist HI units,
All HI/HO units,
Guard LP

ARMy WiThDRAWAL LEVELS
Carthaginian: 180 Rout Points
Epirote-Syracusan: 145 Rout Points

SpECiAL RuLES
The Epirote-Syracusan player goes first. There is no die roll.

Epilogue
Pyrrhus’ victory at Lilybaeum gained him little. The overlord of Sic-
ily now faced a guerrilla war against Punic mercenaries, Mamertines 
renegades and the native Sicel warriors. All the while, his allied Greek 
forces were deserting his army. Suddenly, the pleas from his allies in 
Italy seemed more urgent. It was time to leave. Carthage had outlasted 
yet another Greek warlord. Pyrrhus left Hiero, a trusted Siciliot of-
ficer, in command of Syracuse. He even married his daughter Nereis 
to Hiero’s son Gelon. He left Hiero instructions to hold the city until 
his return. Since Pyrrhus never actually returned, Hiero eventually 
took control of the city, became King Hiero II and led the city through 
a long and prosperous reign of over half a century (272–215). As he 
sailed from Sicily in the spring of 275, Pyrrhus reportedly commented 
“What a wonderful battleground I am leaving for Carthage and Rome.” 
But Carthage still burned with hatred for Pyrrhus and they knew he 
would have to enter their element—the sea—to leave the island. Sail-
ing near the Straits of Messina, the Epirote fleet was waylaid by Mago 
and his Carthaginian squadrons. In a confused battle, the Epirotes lost 
70 galleys and many transports. Pyrrhus’ fleet was crippled and his 
army lost heavily. These veteran soldiers would be sorely missed at 
Beneventum later in the year. Carthage had her revenge!  

The long struggle between Carthage and Syracuse was coming to an 
end. Pyrrhus’ prediction of the First Punic War proved right on the 
mark—fighting between Carthage and Rome broke out only eleven 
years after his departure from Sicily. As the First Punic War commenced 
in 264, Syracuse initially allied with Carthage to keep the Roman 
interloper at bay. Then King Hiero, facing the brunt of the Roman of-
fensive, did a volte-face, and sided with Rome. The treaty with Rome 
lasted nearly five decades, through the remainder of the First Punic 
War, the inter-war years and into the opening of Hannibal’s Second 
Punic War. When Hiero died in 215, Syracuse defected to Carthage, 
with disastrous results. In 212 the Romans under the proconsul Marcus 
Claudius Marcellus sacked the great city that had survived the Athe-
nian expedition and four Punic sieges. Carthage as well would fall to 
a Roman siege led by Publius Scipio Aemilianus in 146 BC during 
the Third Punic War. Roman rule of all Sicily, and the Mediterranean 
world, would be undisputed.
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The history of the tyrants of Syracuse comes primarily from Diodorus Siculus 
and Plutarch, with additional material from Herodotus and Polyaenus.  

Good secondary accounts include:

Brian Caven’s Dionysius I: War-Lord of Sicily (2d Himera, Akragas, Gela, 
Cabala and Cronium, with detailed discussion of the structure of Dionysius’ 
army) 

T. J. Dunbabin’s The Western Greeks (Himera)

Ernle Bradford’s Battle for the West: Thermopylae (Himera)

C. A. Kincaid’s Successors of Alexander the Great (Lilybaeum) 

B. H. Warmington’s Carthage: A History (a good general Carthaginian his-
tory) 

himera:  Diodorus (11:20-22) and Herodotus (7:165-167) provide a sketchy 
OOB and Bradford provides a map.

Second himera: Diodorus (13:59-60) provides a solid Greek OOB and a 
sketchy Carthaginian OOB and Caven provides an explanation of the flow 
of the battle.

Akragas: Diodorus (13:86-87) provides a general account and Caven has 
reconstructed a fairly detailed OOB for both armies.
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Gela: Diodorus (13:109-110) provides a somewhat confused account and Caven 
has reconstructed a fairly detailed OOB and provided a map.

Cabala & Cronium: Diodorus (15:15, 16) provides brief accounts.  Caven has 
reconstructed a generic OOB and the terrain is an open plain.

Crimissos: Diodorus (16:77-80) and Plutarch’s “Life of Timoleon” (25-29) de-
scribe this battle with a detailed Greek OOB and a partial Carthaginian OOB.  

Abolus: Plutarch’s “Life of Timoleon” (34) describes this battle with a generic 
Greek OOB and a sketchy Catanan-Carthaginian OOB.  

Ecnomus: Diodorus (19:108-09) provides detailed OOB for both armies and the 
terrain is clearly identified. Good secondary accounts are lacking.

White Tunis: Diodorus (20:34) provides an extremely detailed OOB for the 
Greeks, and clear dispositions with vague numbers for the Carthaginians. 

Tunis: Diodorus (20:64-65) provides a detailed OOB for the Greeks, and overall 
numbers for the Carthaginians.

Lilybaeum: Plutarch’s “Life of Pyrrhus” (22-24) provides general descriptions of 
the armies and battle.  Kincaid provides useful explanations of the campaign.
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